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ABSTRACT 

This'proc8ss-of-becoming' analysis focuses on student 

teachers s particularly d.uring in-College instructional 

periods. Initially, the theoretical and method.ological 

orientation adopted 1 s,Vmbolic interactionism and qualitative 

methods respectively, is discussed, and the interrelationship 

between the two is illustrated by considering some typical, 

as well as ~typical, problems encountered in the field e 

It is then shown that the physical appearance of a 

Teachers' College has an adverse effect on student interactiolle 

IJ'uI'thermore, the distinction made by stUdent teacbers between 

tbeory and practice (and the subsequent preference assigned 

to the practice element) is discussed in terms of its 

imnlications. And finally, the notion of simply getting the 

piece of paper (i.e., diploma) is put forth as the motive 

for certain imnression management strategies~ 

The f0urtb cbapter is concerned with, first, the 

largely avert, objectively perceived aspects of the stUdent 

teacher passage. ThesE' aspects are concentualized as 

scheduled and 38Quenced. Secondly, this socialization process 

is described as a set of transitional statuses that revolve 

around various subjectively perceived concerns. li'urthermore r 

three stages of concerns are conceptuRlized. 

It is concluded in the final cbanter, tbat on the basis 

of a four point comparison with medical education~ unlike 
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other occupations where, prior conceptions are reversed 

during professional socialization, stud8nt tea:hers place 

events wbich preceded their formal preparation for teaching 

within a continuous rather than discontinuous framework~ 

On the basis of the observ2.tion that while teacher 

education works within a continuous framework and society 

does not, preferable aspects in teacher education are 

outlined for the futuree 
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PREFACE 

These comments are meant to preface - in a very real 

sense - the remainder of the thesis e This thesis entails a 

two-·fold commitment, not necessarily to coherence and 

excellence, altbough one aJ.wa.ys bones tbese are part of one's 

work o The commitment referred to here is a commitment to 

method and two audiencese 

In keeping with the second part of the commitment, 

method here has a broad connotationo In terms of social 

science there is a ccmmitment to a certain methodology 

(qualitati.ve) which in turn involves enbracing a certain 

theoretical perspective (symbolic interactionism)o This 

commitment is most evident in Chapter II~ 

Using the imagery of the lay ~ersont method also 

refers to a way of doing somethinge In this case~ it is a 

way of doing sociology which in turn involves reporting it 

as suche Both the content and organization of this thesis 

reveal these interrelated facets~ On this point (ieeep con

tent and or~anization) I take my lead from Howard S. Beckorts 

notion of natural bistory~ 

The term "natural history" implies not a 
presentation of every datu~, but only the 
characteristic forms data took at each 
stage of the research~l 
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The notion of natural history as described by Becker has 

proved to be a very useful method$ The researcher can 

present his findings and conclusions in a way that the 

reader can "follow the details of the analysis and see how 

and on what basis any conclusion was reached"n 2 In sum 

then~ part of the commitment involves a responsibility 

for a qualitative methodology and (hence, symbolic inter

actionism) while the second part involves a commitment to 

reporting the research in the form 0f a natural history" 

The second part of the two~fold commitment entails 

a responsibility for two audienceso This double audience 

social scientists and teachers - has influenced the style 

3 and content of this thE!sis .. I have tried to write in a 

manner tbat will be understandable for both groupSe And 

in the end, because of these commitments, I hope I shall 

be judged by what this thesis offers both groupse 

With reference to judgsment9 one final prefatory 

comment is in order" This thesis is not the defi.nitive 

piece of w0rk in the area of teacher education nor does it 

pretend to be such., It does 9 however, present a slice of 

1 .. 

2. 

"Problems of Inference and Proof in Participant Observation", 
AmerlgJ;!L~.ocioloe;ical Revie~, 23 (1958), p" 660.With the 
except~on of the Preface, all footnotes will follow at the 
end of each chanter~ 

Once again, there is precedence for such a mOVBe See 
D~H~ Hargreaves et ale, Deviance in Classrooms (London: 
Routledge and Kegan PRul; 1975), (preface)" -
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the world of the student teacher~ This slice of life is 

primarily concerned with the events connected with classroom 

instruction at Teachers t College and not with pre-service 

practice teaching. This limitation should be recognized 

for what it is - a limitation to the study~ 
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CHAPTEH I 

INTRODUCTION 

In many respects this thesis, as a scholarly document 

and/or as a line of"argument,~ is timelYc1 Many people to .... 

da.y believe that there is a radical discontinuity between 

schooling and learning, schooling and educational needs" 

schooling and employment f ad infinitum and ad nauseum o 

These people express their ideas and opinions positively and 

negativelYf pro and con, conservatively and liberally. 

reactionary and radical f ad infinitum~ After all is said and 

done, the two sided coin proves to be multi-faced .. 

Needless to say,," greater attention, from all segments 

of society, is being focused on education at every level~ 

In the academic sectorp a SUrF) sign of this is the great 

proliferation of journals and journal articles dealing with 

education at some level~ In fact, keeping this thesis in 

mind, one does n0t have to look very far for journals and/or 

issues of journals that deal exclusively with teacber education~ 

One also does not need a score card to know that a significant 

proportion of all doctoral deRros holders come from educational 

faculties~ This attention and concern about education is of 

course, not limited to academics~ On the public side, one 

needs only to nick un the nearest newspaper or attend a 
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c')cktail party to realize that education cl)ncerns have a 

prominent place in the life space I)f the everyday citizen~ 

Indeed, a very timely and contemporary topic is the entire 

question of edu.cation and discontinuity,. 

Although there are many views on this discontinuity 

a prevalent viewpoint seelilS to be the followinge Many people 

believe there is a radical discontinuity between our 

generation and all preceding oneSe This sense of discontinuity 

grows from the feeling that our lives have undergone change 

80 cataclysmic = changes wrought by war; by social upheavals; 

and by explosions in population f scientific knowledge, and 

tBchnolog}r~ and urban growth - that we now face an entirely 

new experience in living*2 So as not to wander too far from 

the present topic let me highlight, very briefly, some of 

tbe things that have happened t,,) education in the past decade .. 

The most dramatic and drastic changes that have led 

to our "modern era" really started in the late sixties" 

Before that time, the schools and education in general had 

been favourites of the public; people believed strongly in 

their nower to uplift the individual and thl~ nation; there 

was plenty of money, new buildings, more teachers, and con-

stantly new stUdents. As Clark Kerr has commented: 

the late 1960's ushered in a period of 
intensive reassessment, a period in 
which faults in the existing system as 
well as certain new directions b(~came 
more visible, a period of t~nsition to 
respond to new clienteles and ~o the. 
needs of a rapidly cbanging society.~ 



In fact, I think we can safely argue that we probably saw 

more developments and directions in the sixties than in 

any other decade in our histor.y ~ We began to make a 

variet,y of curriculum adaptations (acceleration" early 

admission, admission with advanced standing, etc.)" We 

produced ethnic material for the curriculum" We introduced 

a wide variety of new instructional practices: language 
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labs, team teaching" the use of paraprofessionals, television, 

programmed lean~ing, directional learning" independent studYf 

etc.. We made new efforts to reach students that were 

previously considered failurese 4 It was a period of great 

progress~ 

The student of Ontario education in the sixties 

realizes that there was more - a commitment to flexibility, 

freedom to learn, and adjustment to individual differences 

were to become axiomatic~ This was accomplished by an 

emphasis on the student as an individual and by providing 

self~motivating learning situatiolls~ All of this of coursefl 

was embodied in the Hall-Dennis report~5 

But then it happened-public out-cry~ Once again we 

were dissatisified with our schools~ It wasnft working and 

furthermors r it was costing us too much~ What we ended 

up with was functional illiteracy, ill-prepared job seekers, 

and a depleted pocket book.. 'rhe rallying cry of concerned 

citizens became (to paraphrase George Bernard Shaw): the only 



time theJ.!' education was interrupted was when they went to 

scnoolt This was destined to be the summary of a decade of 

progress.. We were (are) faced with the noti.on of discon-

"I;inui ty .. 

To add fuel to the fire there was the ever present 

academic world, to document the fallacy of continuity,. 

.... 

Peter Druckel"'~s book entitled The ARe Of Discontinu.it:r6 along 

with Alvin T6ffler~s work f most notably,. f-~ure Shock7
f 

Charles Reich f s ~be Q..reening of Amer,iea,8 tbe' historian, 

J~H .. Pltunbfs The Death of the Past 9 and Robert Nisbet1s 
~ 

URas Futurology 11. Future?"10 all document the fact that our 

previous conception of the past is no longer valide Lortie 

extends this thesis r empirically, to conclude that education 

(in particular t the ethos of the occupation) leans toward 

continuity~ stability, and replication of the past while 

society in general is constantly changing and within a 

discontinuou.s framework!~ In a sensBp it is this conclusion 

that this thesis is concerned with~ 

Keeping with the commitments set forth in the Preface, 

as well as the commitments to be detailed in Chapter II f the 

reader should be aware that what £'ollovl8 does not seek to 

prove the thesis of discontinuity" On tbe contrary, I did 

not begin this study with an a uriori assumntion (or 

conclusion) about discontinuity~ t.rhe notion of discontinuity 

did not arise until well after the empirical work had been 



completed.. Hence, one might argue that this 'Part of the 

introduction is actually the conclusion~ Anticipating 

such an arguement p some of the same ground covered here is 

reiterated in Chapter V$ 

Given a plethora of issues in education to be 

dealt with the next section of this introduction details 

5 

how it was that teacher education was selected as the topic 

for this thesis .. 

Q~oosi~ the Research Topic 

The impetus for the research which this thesis is 

based on was provided by a recent letter to the editor of 

the Toronto Globe and Mail~ The author of the letter wrote: -
half the teachers we now have are 
products of the very system that 
has been found so hopeless~ Who 
is to teach the teachers? And will 
they learn?12 

Assuming that his statistics are correct (although that in 

itself doesnet really matter), and assuming that the educational 

system is in fact hopeless (everyone cries tout it i89 

parents and academicans alike)p tbe questions he poses are 

valid and have certain logical ramifications and implications 

for tomorrow's education~ 

In the weeks leading up to the befTinning of the 

academic year, I had shopped for an organizational setting ~ 



study~ A particular interest of mine p since the days of 

my "open" high school, had been education.. The idea of 

studying a Teachers t College and student teachers surfaced 

when these three ingredients (the letter, the looking, and 

the interest) came together in a Qualitative Methodology 

Field Course .. 

With the original letter in mind (quoted above), 

I began to ask some of the following general questions: 

what of the new teachers that will be graduating from 

teacher training institutions in the coming years (thus 

swelling the ranks of that group who are products of a 

"hopeless system")? Will they possess the abilities fl as 

well as the desire to rectify this hopelss situation? 

What effect 9 if any, will they as a group, have on the 

educational system? 

To eXT,land on the original question one might ask: 

~ is it that they (stUdent tee.chers) will learn and how 

will tbey learn it? Furthermore, how will they~r others) 

know that they have successfully learned what is necessary 

in Qrder to be teachers? What does the process of becoming 

a teacher involve? 

At this point, the topic was clear, arrived at from 

three different directionse The research ~roblem had been 

formulated in terms of a series of general questions - the 

act of inquiry had begun~ 

6 
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FOOTNO']1ES 

This is not to infer tbat it is also anytbing neWt As 
will be evident from this chapter, as well as Chapter 
V, many of these same thoughts have been expressed 
previouslYF sornetimes r decades ago~ 

This is, of course, a claim made by each generation as 
they be~in to face the world (see Cbapter V)c Some 
would probably argue that each generation has faced 
change so radical as to re-nde"r - them incapable of facing 
the futurec Thus the French addage, the more things 
change, toe more they stay the same" It is not the 
purpose bf this thesis to decide whether our life 
situation is ~lly different from preceding generations., 

Expanded Cam us: Current Issues in Hio:her Education t 1972, 
edited by Dyckman We- Vermilye San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 
1972) l' pp~ 3. 

This is not an exhaustive list, only those things tbat 
come to r:11 nd most r/.?adily« 

Living and 1earnin,g~ The Report of the Provincial 
Committee-in Aims and Objectives of Education in the 
Schools of Ontario~ (Toronto: Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education~ 1968)e 

60 New York~ Harper and Row, 1968. 

7 e New York: Random House~ 1970. See also r his trhe Futurists 
(New York: Random HOUS9 p 1972) and "The Psychology of the 
Future" in his Learning for Tomorrow (New York: 
Vintage Books,. Random HOuse, 1"974) .. 

8~ New York: Random House t 1970 .. 

9. London: Macffiillian, 1969. 

100 Robert Nisbet~ "Has Futurology A Future?" EnGoun.t~.rr 
37 (5), 1971, pp 19-28. 

11 .. Scboolt(~I.'H!her: A Sociolo~:TiQS11 ~alliU (Chicago: University 
6f

n

Chicago Press r 1975)~ 

12~ Neil H .. ~)ne.vd, "If Everyone Is Illiterate 'who Will 
Teach the Teacbers?'f'~ Globe and Mail, September lOp 1976, 
p~ 7. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL AND rrETHODOLOGICAIJ ORIEN'T;\,~lON 

The asking of those questions posited in the previous 

chapter is the beginning of the act of inquiry., "It is 

obvious that the kind of questions asked and the kind of 

problems posed set and guide the subsequent lines of inquiry~ltl 

The problem that has been posed in this instance is Uwhat is 

the nrocess by which students are socialized into teachers .. " 
~'.. -

Thisltprocess-of-becorhing" type of analysis has enjoyed a 

rather lengtby tradition within sociology~ The most notable 

" study being Boys in Whit~C by Becker and his associates. As 

~as the case with that studYf the research reported bere was 

guided, in addition ~o the general questions posed above, by 

a theoretical, as well as methodological orientation that is 

nearly identical to the study cited above0 3 Becker et al~ 

present the idea that the reaoon one would choose a certain 

theoretical orientation over another is because l'it is most 

suitable for the problems under investigation .. ,,4 In the 

end though~ they come to the conclusions> and correctly so, 

t~at "the problems are in part defined by the theory one 

chooses¥.u5 Therefore, one must conclude that it is imnortant 

to state the theoretical, as well as methodological, view

point on adheres to during tbe course of the research simply 

because it not onJy aids in the defining ~f tho research 

problem but also guides all subseouent phases of the research. 

8 



It is with this in mind that the fol] ~Ning 39ctions are 

presented~ 

Theore.tical Orientation 

The theoretical orientation adopted here6 stems 

primarily from the works of George Herbert l\'Iead~7 To date, 

the most s.ystematically enunciated treatment' of Mead t s 

wri tings comes from Herbert Blumer in his bOOK symbol.~.£ 

J-~teractio~.E.!!!~ In the often ci tE.~d nassa,ge Blumer reiterates 

I.';ead v s thinking: 

Symbolic interactionism rests in tbe 
last analysis in tbree simp19 premises~ 
The first ""remise is that human beings 
act toward thingaon the basis of th~ 
meanings that the things have for them ••• 
tht? second premise is that meaning of 
such things is de~ived from, or ~rises 
out of, the social interaction that one 
has with one~s fellowse The third 
premise is that these meanings are 
handled in, and T.1odified througb an 
intBrnreti~~" process used by tbe persona 
in dealing with the thing~ he encounters. 

The interactiol1ist asrmmes that hUman beings are able 

to a(:~t because tbe,y have agreed to Flt-i;a~h ce.ctf.tin meanings to 

relevant objects (things)9 tbat make u~ their world. These 

objects refer to a variety of things, but before consensus 

can be reached on the meanings people attach to social objects 

this must be accomnlisned tbrougb. interaction with others (as 

we 11 as wit b he r Ihi ms e If ) " .During t his time me anings are 



fitted together, mOdified r transformed, and redefined£ 

Meanings arise in the process of interaction between 
10 pe0ple. 'llhus "symbolic interactionism sees meanings as 

social product~ as creations that are formed in and through 

the defining activities of people as they interact~"ll 

Bather than being simply an application 0f established 

rJeani_Lgs Blumer argues that: 

the use 0f meanings by the actor occurs 
through a process of interpretation e 

This process lias dis,;1nct steps~ l~irst s 
the actor indicates to himself ~he things 
toward which he is"acting;~ ..... the-making of 
such indications is an internalized 
social process of communication with him
self, interpretation becomes a matter of 
handling rneanings •• ~Accordingly, inter
pretation should not be regarded as a 
mere application of established meanings 
but as a formative process in which" 
meanings are used and revised as instrume£~s 
for tnt" guidance and formation of actione 

I WU--rJIJ 
This internal nrocess pormits individuals to~lan their \r""dA.JJ,&'{IJ./~""1 ~ 

~ " jOlf~Y'')' 

actions for the future, as well as allgn th~se~-tJ,g~l3_'v'.'~~~_~_~j 
the line(s) of action of others. ~~.:ts_ view of human action i:-

on the individual level applies equally well to a group of ...... , -- .. 

individuals acting collectively as an institution~ or an 
13 

organization, or a social class, etc~ 

This leads one to consider the symbolic interactionistts 

conception ~f human society.14 Very simply put, human 

society consj8t~ of noople engaging in action and the essence 

of that is to be seen as consisting of their actions J in on 

~~ng activity. 15 Individuals may act alone, or they may 



act collectively (on· behalf of some organization or 

group or others) but in all instances action is carried 

on with regard to the particular situations they find 

themselves in~ That is, action is formulated on the basis 

of the interpretation of the situation. In many of our 

daily encounters the situations we facB are defined or 

"structured" for us based on previous experiencese Given 

the previous e}~erience we come to accept a common under-

standing or definitio.n of the situation such that we know 

how to act in that situation (as well as knowing the 

eventual outcome)0 It is tbese common definitions that 

LL 

give rise to what appears to be ritualized, routinized be= 

haviour that enables people to behave in the same fashion. l6 

This conception of human societ.v t that is, as con- l:Ji'f!:!:!.d 

siating of human beings who are engaging in action is at 

variance with the conception(s) that most sociologists hold.17 

There is a tendency amongst most sociologists to view 

human society in terms of structure (organization) and to 

treat action (human behavior) as a result of tbat particular 

structure~ In this way one who adheres to this approach is 

likel.v to explain human society in terms of f for example t 

an institutional organization while at the same time account 

for social action within tbe institutional organization. 

Another prevalent way to study societal organization is to 

try to detect the "working parts" that are inherent to a 



system that seeks equilibrium& One additional way that has 

?njoyed success in sociology is to identify forces that 

cause the structure of organization to be what it is, thus 

bringing about change in it., In sum f these views of human 

society are concerned with organization while symbolic 

interactionism is concerned with acting units within the 

framework of social organization .. 

The social organization of society is considered, 

from the symbolic interactionist perspective" to be "the 

framework inside of which social action takes place and is 

not the determinant of that action.,u18 FurthermoreI' any 

changes in that framework are the results of the acting 

':J.nits within that framework and not exterr-al forceso 

Introduction of external forces necessitates a tlleap over 

the acting units of a society and bynass (of) the inter-

pretive process by which acting uni.ts build up 

actionS4,,19 

their 

~Coc:;j[?<i1-~ 
the s,ymbolic In contrast to most sociologists, then, 

interactionist views structural features such as Vculture t 

or fsocial systems V as setting up the conditions from which 

social action develops but not as determining factors in 

People-that is, acting units-do not act 
toward cultu.ro, social structure, or the 
like; t~y act~:tQ:I'!§:T9.".situatiori~J, Social 
organization enters into actTori only to 
the extent to which it shanes situations 
in which people act and to the extent which 
it supplies fixed sets of symbols which 20 
people use in interpreting their situationse 



It is necessary to say something about the symbolic 

interactionist stance on Qne of the major objects of 

sociological inquir,Y - institutions.2l The prevalent theme 

in most of the sociological literature is to regard these 

comnlex forms of a given unit of societal organizations as 

entities in their own right flfollowing their own dynamics 

and not requiring the network~n22 This belief that the 
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network or institution can function automatically because of 

some inherent qualities or properties is clearly debatable~ 

An institution functions because of the activities of 

different acting units wit hin that insti tution~ The actions 

they take are based on their definitions of the multitudinous 

situations they encounter within that insti.tution. Blumer 

not est hat: 

It is necessary to recognize that the 
sets of meanings that lead participants 
to act as they do at their stationed 
points in the networl{ have their own 
setting in a localized process of social 
interaction-and that these meanings are 
forrned t sustained!> weakened r strengthened'", 
or transformed,. as the case may be r 
through a socially defining processe Buth 
the functioning and the fate of institutions 
are set by thi.s process of interpretation 
as it takes place among the diverse sets 
of particinantse 23 

In seeing the organization as an organization of acti.v:d.ties 

of other people into which individuals have to fit and align 

their own actions, symbolic interactionism seeks an 



explanation for the activity of the institution on the 

basis of the way in which participants define, interpret 

and meet the situations they face at their respective 

points in that institutionc 24 This means we must study 

the organization in terms of its interlinkage.of activ.ities 

between acting participants and explain it in terms of how 

acting units handle their respective positions in tbe 

. t' 25 
organ~za 10nc ---7 Ij,9<'" 

In terms of the theoretical orientation f various \j.' r.>l./I 

aspects have been discussed as to their centrality to , .. 

s~nbolic interactionism and their subsequent im~ortance to 

this research. In summary, the three nremises give a clue 

as to tn0 adoption of a certRin conception of a) human 

action -)n an individual level, b) human society, c) social 

organization and institutionsc These in turn were contrasted 

to conceptions held by traditionsl sociology such that the 
) I (I 

reader would have a better idea as to tbe differing qUestion/,?r""t:f 
/ 

one would ask depending on the persnsctive adopted" \ 1'" 
The next section will deal with tbe methodological J8s!i,,"/ 

orientation as well as emphasizing the medical education 

26 study to illustrate tbe connection between theory ~~d 

met hod .. 



Bridging the Gap Between Theory and Method 

On several occasions I have found m,yself, and I 

assume many ot hE:1rS have 8.1so, greatly influenced by the 

education study done, by Becker and his associates9 27 I 

J) 

find myself, sometimes unknowingly, following the theoretical 

scheme that they ~resent~ In order that I may bridge the 

gap between the preceding discussion on the theoretical 

orient~tion and the subsequent discussion on the method

ological considerations28 let me briefly outline the theo-

ratical and methodological orientation adopted in Boys in 

r'lh't 29 II. ~ eo In addition this discussion willal~o show how 

the research is shaped by the methodology .. 

Becker at al" state in the introduction to their 

research design that symbolic interactio niam "stresses the 

more conscious aspects of human behavior30 and relates them 

to the individual·s partioipation in group life .. n31 They 

contime on to note that symbolic i nteracidonisllY' "assumes 

that human behavior is to be understood as a process in 

which the person shapes and controls hi s conduct by taleing 

into account (through the mechanism ()f "role-taking) the 

expectations of others with whom he interacts,,~2 What they 

did ~ assume was that they knew, in advance~ th~ perapec-

tives of the participants of the institution on various 



issues or questions o Their knowledge of medical students 

was.minimal~33 Given their relative lack of information 

it was decided to nconcentrate on what students learned 

.in 

as well as on how they learned ite,,34 This in turn committed 

them to an open theoretical scheme in order tbat the variables 

could be discovered and defined during the research as well 

as establishing the relationship between variables~ Given 

this commitment to an open theoretical scheme it was 

necessary that they "use methods that would allow us to discover 

phenomena whose existence we were unaware of at the beginning 

of the research"u35 In other words, these theoretical 

commitments led tbem to adopt unstructured techniques" 

primarily participant observation. 

Without acknowledging the various definitions and 

usages of the term36 Becker et al~ go on to write that through 

participant observatio:n~ 

the researcher participates in the daily 
life of the people under study either 
openly, in tbe role of the researcher, 
or covertly, in some disguised role, ob
serving things that happen, listening 
to what was said p and queRiioning people 
over some length of time.~ 

This methodology is in contrast to the methodology used by 

most contemporary sociologists who work from the premise that 

the investigator must be a neutral outside observer and must 

try to present an objective account of the activity of the 



1'( 

people under. 1f3ually this type of investigator is nowhere 

to be found in the empi.rical reality under study, in terms 

of nhysical presence., Consider for a moment the following: 

people act toward objects in their environment according to J/lAiVt./
the meanings those objects have for them.. The non-observer 

is likely to assume that those objects mean the same things 

to the peoDle he is studying as they do for him/her when 

he/she constructs a questionnaire. By making this assmnption 

the researcher may distort the whole meaning of the actions 

of the neople he/she is studyinge 38 ConsequentlY9 if an 

investigator is going to understand the actions of,lleople 
(\--1 .\: .. 

who live in worlds different than that of the r~~~grcher, \ 
,-' , j.J\ 

he/'she must enter their world and learnthe",m~,a!1i~~_~ they ;l~(~L{,t:J 
give to the different objects in that world.. If' one mWuiSstheS,_L .. ';~~iJ 
to investigate the world of t be medical stUdent ~ on0 'I ,," 

obr:3erve the stUdent in the course of their everyday activiti8s .. 39 

In the same sense, one must examine the situational context 

of the dying patient,,40 the inmate~4l and Itstreet corner" 

life~42 

This metbodological commitment is exactly that - a 

cO~ilitment~ David N.atza realizes that: 

Appreciating a phenomenon is a fateful 
decision for it eventually entails a 
commitment-to the nhenomenon and to 
those exemplifying'it-to render it with 
fidelity and without violating its 
integrity" Entering the phenomenon is' 
a radical and drastic method of 
appreciation .. 43 



In the same vein, Blumer remarks that we should "respect 

the nature of the empirical world and organize a method-

ological stance to reflect that respect~44 The methodo-

logical stance that is deriYed from the tbeoretical commit-

(
;vi (/1 

menta of symbolic interactionsim does exaCtly that ~ _, ft!)f,li.J [rF7~/ ""' 
• .---;< ! < 

To return to an earlier part of tbis chapter, ~t u:flf/' (/;'<Fr' 

was suggested that research (this research in particular) 

was guided by the theoretical and methodological orientation 

adopted~ To suggest, in somewhat more concrete terms, how 

this was accomplished one need only look to !l0Ys in White 

for clues as to how this was accomplished in the present 

study of student teachers in a Teacherws Collegse 

(We) expected that the various phenomena 
we discovered i.11 OU.r. research would have 
consequences for each otber.~~we would 
be interested in discovering the 
systematic relationshhls between many 
kinds of phenomena s.nd events considered 
simul tansously ~ e 1 a:! ilS t'o pay particular 
attention to thoss phenomena which were 
of interest to participants in the 
school and productive of tension or con
flict which had the fUrtber characteristic 
of.havin~ demonstratable connections with 
many oth~r observed phenornenao •• we con
centrated less on variations in attitudes 
and action to be found among45tudents 
except a few known daviA-nts •. 

As will be evi~ent during the course of this thesis, the 

passage above is quite apnlicable __ ~o tJ-.Jis study of stUdent 
---------------------------

teachers. A few brief words on the parallels between the 

two studies are in order. 

•. / t,.--v f jtd/ 



All along I expected that there would exist a 

relationsbip between previous university attendance, and 

its associated activities, and present attendance at 

Teachers i Collegeo I was n0t necessarily convinced that 

there would be a strong parallel between the activities of 

the two institutions but I did feel that university atten--

dance would have a bearing on the goals of a teacher 

-training institution. Inasmuch as years had been spent in 

the student role how would this affect inCUlcation of the 

teacher :{'ole ~ As recentlY as the universi t,v years these 

neople were in fact students and now th~y were being asked 

to become teachers-while still in the role of students* 

In sum, as Becker et al. indicate t , I was interested in 

"discovering the systmatic relationships between many kinds 
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Qf phenomena and events considered simultaneously .. .,.,,,46 C!1!1t1 
Also, during the course of the research it became ~~ 

apparent that there were events, based on the interests of \ 

the student teachers~ that were leading to tensions> conflie; 
I ;: 

and anxiety.. The same events were to become crucial to the / 

analy·sis stage Ja~er on and were in fact related to other / 

!1hGnomenae As Gouldner points out f there is merit in , 
/ 

Therefore, as Becker'r~i al" 
,'/// 

s'Gud.ving tension and conflict.,47 

r~11rr.frestt this led me to pay particular attention to tension 

d flO • t 48 an can- 1.0 .. 



It also became 'obvious that, in similar fashion to 

the medical students of Becker's et al$ study, I was dealing 

with a fairly homogeneous group~ Thorefore it was only 

necessary to account for the deviant cases in terms of other 

phenomena and their relationship to the prevailing attitudes 

and actions of the majoritYe 

The fourth and final similarity between the two 

studies involves the changing of the focus of a study~ In 

the aame way that the medical education study changed its 

focus from the original ltproblems of levels and directions of 

effort,u 49 I found it was unnecessary, if not unfeasible, to 

focus on the "who 'is to teach the student?u50 aspect of my 

original statement of interests Althougb this aspect, iee., 

who is to teach the student teachers?, was not totally 

neglected it was seen in the light of how student teachers 

relate and interact with those responsible for teaching them~ 

Met~od0l.<?~~l in Action 
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This section of the chapter is mepnt to document the 

beginning of the fieldwork stage of tbis research. Coupled 

with the previous sections of this chapter and the following 

two chapters the reader should be able to fonD a clear picture 

as to how the research progressed. 5l 



f} 
.~-~ \ 
I \ 

The problem of gaining entry try a research setting f 

be it an organizational setting 0r otherwise, has received 

conoiderable attention in the literature .. 52 In many cases 9 

-particularly those involving the nonorganizational research 

,~l 

setting, toe nrocess of gaining access is a long and arduous 

task c On the 0ther hand, as Bogdan and Taylor note: 

While tbere appears to be diff~rential 
access to research settings, the new 
observer is often surprised at how 
accessible many settings are" People, 
it would seem, enjoy being studied .. 53 

In this particular case the gC'l.tekeepers54 of Teachers' 

College, those in charge of granting acces, fit into the 

above descriptione Although forewarned of the distinct 

~ossibility that my request would be denied, entry to this 

research sE:tting proved to be an example 'OJ easy access~55 

The bargain, or spiel" 56 is the "written or tmwritten 

agreement between the gatekeeper(s), and/or subjects, and 

the researcher that defines the obligations they have to: lJ",.) 
one another ... 57 Several commentators on this area of / .A/,J' 
research have suggested that i.t is best to tell the trutn\ I 

. t 58 \ l"egarding your research ~n crests e Bogdan and Taylor ' 
\ 
\ 

continue 011 to note that "the rule f tben, is to be honest,.-/ 

but vague or imprecise~tt59 It is not necessary to go into 

elaborate detail. using the eeateric language of the social 

sciences to describe your research design, the0retical 
60 interests or methodology~ 
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Initially my first encounter with a gatekeeper 

involved the Pricipal of Teachers' Collegec Yet my field 

notes do not begin at tbis point. Prior to my first telephone 

conversation with the Principal when we arranged an appoint-

rnent, I had made an insnBction visit of the physical 

surroundingse My-field notes of tbis visit proved to be 

very enlightening as to the organizational arrangement and 

subsequently J' how t he part icipants interact wit hin this 

organization~ It is important to note that the physical 

descriptions ar~ an important factor in setting the mood for 

the participants involved a Thus, a library setting is not 

conducive for violent, noisy activities whereas a gym is. 

_~n the other hand t a library is conducive for "scholarly 

activity", as well as sleening, given the lack of noise and 

minimal distractionse 61 lWy point is that actors assign 

meaning to objects (this obviously includes physical Objects) 

and on that basis they interact with others F as well as the 

institution p and define the situation acc0rdingly~62 

One notices immediately upon entrance that one has 

encountered these surroundings before. In several secti.ons 

of m.v field notes there are comments regarding a sense of 

deja vu. One is struck by the noiseless empty long corridors 

with lockers on one side and bulletin boards on the side 

with messages such as: "Will the following students -please 

report to the office .. /I This plus man,V other examples suggest 
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I 

to the observer that he or she has mistakenly walked into 

a high school and not an institution for higher learning 

of the 70iS~ Looking into an empty classroom which 

contained wooden desks, a piano and other such paraphernalia, 

I was convinced of this possiblity~ Regaining my composure 

and deciding that I waSt in fact, in the right placB9 I 

made the further assumption that these classrooms were used. 

to accommodate young children who were attending classes 

there (similar to a lab school on campus).. Once again, I 

was shown the errors I)f my way~. Speaking to a lone student 

walking tue hallways I asked: 

!tAre these rooms for children or sometning?tt 
'fOo. n0 0 We o.av8. to go out to them.. These 
are. our classrooms,," 

Without belabouring the pointv the observation of 

the childlike quality of the surroundings proved to be very 

important in terms of later analyses of the behaviour of 

the student teachers and their relatil)ns with their instruc-

tors as will be evident later on in tbis thesis~ 

As is noted by Bodgan and Taylorr "detailed field 

notes should be kept during the prl)cess of gaining access 

to a setting",,63 This, quite obviously" applies to the 

first meeting(s) with the organizational gatekeeper(s)~ 

The first of two gatekeepers that I met was the Principal 

as was "mentioned earlier~ For tbis meeting I was prepared 



with a written proposal which contained my statement of 

interest emphasizing "h0W is it that students develop into 

teachers~~&what is the process~ •• how is this socialization 
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process different than other occupations or Drofessions?~e 

how do students view this process?~~." Part of my proposal 

was concerned with assuring confidentiality for both 

respondents and the institutions. And finally, as Bogdan 

and Taylor suggest I hinted at my student status and the 

fact that qualitative methodology demanded in-field experience 

to be learned~ whether or not this helped my chances of 

gaining access is not important now~ but it should be kept 

in mind as part of the research strategy~ 

Immediately after di.scussing the unobtrusiveness of 

my research methodology it was quite evident that nsrmission 

was forthcoming as illustrated by this quote~ 

"I really think this has possiblities t 

rnu tually benef it i ng., & .. C " 

(rhis was to become a prevalent theme throughout our conversation" 

fll\1utually benefiting .. " Bogdan and (faylor warn: 

The observer may, of courser produce ideas 
and gain information that could be of in
terest to the gatokeeper~ But a promise to 
provide such information places the researcher 
in a relationship of collaboration with the 
gatekeeper, which in turn might endanger the 
researcher's relationship with others in the 
organization and create ethical problems in 
the protection I)f lower-level subjects .. 65' 
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In this instance the gatekeeper saw the benefits of 

"reciprocity of information.~~to effect curriculum changes" 

(field notes)~ Throughout our meeting I expressed my 

personal conviction against taking part in an evaluative-

type research project~ It becomes necessary that part of 

the bargain involves the obligations that each party has 

towards the other. It is also imperative that everyone 

knows where the other fellow stands simply so that every

one is protected, including the researchere 66 

Ironically enough, before final permission could be 

granted he explained that: 

tt" .... because of the newness of the program, 
and myself, some staff members~ .. e0some 
more than others" might view this as an 
evaluative situation~e .. " 

He had in milid a few staff members who would be receptive 

about the idea and would contact them to seel{ their permission 

before giving me a definite answer. Two days later r I met 

with the second gatekeeper, a teacher in charge of 22 

students. The same bargain was made with this person regarding 

the unobtrusiveness of the research, the non-evaluative 

8.spect, etc~ rrhe obvious enthusiasm tbat was exhibited left 

no doubt that entry had been accomplished~ This is evident 

in the following'quote, "We'll see you tomorrow,," Not only 

had access been granted, I was supposed to st8rt "tomorrow"! 



Obviously, gaining access does not always come this 

easily to the researcher. 67 Given the lack of difficulty 

encountered in "getting in~' there is a tendency to view 

the data gained at this stage as relatively unimportante6~ 

In addition to identifying the child-like characteristics 

of the physical surroundings (which influence the nature of 

the interactions that take place within) these early field 
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notes reveal the basic strategy employed at Teachers' College~ 

"~ .... and just hose them to death with all 
sorts of ideas p one after another.e~some 
of them c:nn' t handle this all at once 
but we. dOLlvt 'lvorryabout it .. ., eAIl in all 
they are kept pretty busyc> 0." 

I,ater on in this paper it will be shown that this perception 

of what is going on is at variance with the perspective69 

held by student teachers~ To put it very simply, student 

teachers do not feel they have been presented with a plethora 

of ideas as to how to teach& This will be explored in greater 

detail later on .. 

Suffice it to say that the data obtained in the early 

stage of the research may prove to be more fruitful than was· 

originally expected. It is for this reason al0 rB that every-

thing that touches the senses should be captured in your 

field notes during these first days in the field.. "Even the 

most incomnrehensible remarks may become understandable when 

viewed in the light of later conversations or events" (Bogdm. 

and Taylor 1975:72)~ Needless to say, tbis quote sums up 



the purposes of the field notes and the tactics used~ It 

is hoped that the above examples illustrate the importance 

of the quote. 

The actual entr,V into the field can be viewed as the 

final stage of gaining access to the research setting. In 
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a very real sense, the acquiescence of the actual participant:.s 

of the setting is needed in order that access to the situation 

becomes something more than mere physical presence in that 

situation¢ Without the cooperation of the participants 

involyed the data would certainly be of dubious quantity 

as well as quality¢ Therefore f for the purposes of this anal

ysis,. entering the field will be seen as. concluding the 

bargain that originall~r began with the gatekeepers¢ 

In this case the spiel that was used with the gate-' 

keeper rsmained the same for m,Y initial contacts with the 

student teachers~ At all times I emphasized confidentiality, 

unobtrusive measures, and most importantly, the non-evaluative 

aspect of my research. The issue p the non-evaluative aspect, 

came to be legitimated by institutional ties. That is, 

because I introduced myself, as part of my spiel, as a~ M~A~ 

student in Sociology at McMaster" I CHme to be viewed as 

another silly academic with no real connection, via 

application, to the "real world". Institutional affilation, 

and hence p my duties or obligations, became very significant 

in terms of concluding the bargain (establishing rapport) as 

is evident by this extreme example. 



Nearly a month after rri.v initial introduction to the 

class I was studying;O I attended a Halloween part.v given 

at the College. Sitting with several student teachers, 
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enjoying some "spirits", we were approached by another member 

of the class. In approximately 10 visits to her classroom 

I had never beard this girl speak in class although she 

glanced in my direction quite ofteno 71 When she had finished 

talking to the other person t I commented that those were 

the first words I.had heard her speak. In the ensuing 

conversc~ti on I learned that she had been absent from the class 

the day I was introduced to the class by the instructor~ She 

had assumed, for nearly a month~ that I was part of the 

college staff and VIas evaluating them" 

Therefore, in retrospect, it proved to be a good idea 

to identify my organizational affiliations during any 

introduction to a new subjecte More often than not a new intro

duction took place in the Commons Room (lounge) before classes 

or duri.ng classes at break-time. In this way I was able to 

meet other stUdent teachers from different classes~ When I 

was alone and approached someons r I introduced myself by 

sa,ying: 

"Hie My name is Ron~ I'm a graduate 
student in sociology at McMaster~ •• Itm 
studying student teachers, trying to 
find out what it's like, what the pro
cess of becoming a teacher inv0lves •• ~ 
what teacherst college is all about •• ~ 
I'm not evaluating anyone, students or 
faculty. not even the institution~ .. " 



My field notes are replete with examples of this same line. 

On many occasions though, I would be introduced by someone 

I knew to be their roomm~te, friend, or new acquaintance~ 

This process, approxj.mating sponsorship, served to shift 
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the burden of introduction from my shoulders to those of my 

sponsors who typically approached the matter of introduction 

in a much more flippant manner G In so doing, these half

serious, half-kidding introductions (he's here to study us) 

implied to these new people, "nothing to worry abouttlo But 

my main purpose was served~ my spiel was reiterated by my 

sponsors .. 

One never knows for sure that everyone trusts you 

as the researcher or when tl1is rapport has been accomplished p 

but the researcher can assume there are signs that are 

indicative of this relationshipe This process of being spon

sored into the communit.y can be viewed as indicative of their 

acceptance of my presence as a non-threatening element of 

their community .. 

The above discussion of concluding the bargain ap~ears 

to be straight-forward and almost automatic e The experienced 

researcher knows this not to be tbe C2se. Other elements 

enter into the situation when one is trying to establish 

rapport with the subjects~ For instance, one is bound to find 

oneself in an embarrassing situation during the course of 

research~ But as Bogdan and Taylor note: 



all observers are faced with embarrassing 
situations in the field.. Take comort in 
tbe fact that others have faced what you 
face and that you will feel more comfort- 72 
able in the setting as the study progressese 
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Given a research setting that is predominantly female?3 (when 

the researcher is male)~ breaches of social amenities are 

bound to occur. A superficial glance at the literature does 

not reve21 any discussion of tbis "boy meets girl" situation 

during the research (although most researchers know tbis 

happens, and comment t hat it is a ·"delightful problem" to 

encounterc Few r if anyp would make an academic issue out of 

In the long run this does not seem to be a particularly 

salient characteristic of the research but one is constantly 

aware of t he male-female dimensi on., Obviousl.V t he so cial 

amenities of the everyday world are applicable to the research 

settinge Therefore, one would hesitate before barging into 

a.group of girls hunched over a table whispering to one 

8nother (no sexism intended:)* In some ways a more real 

example of this problem centers around the development of 

key informants.. Vore often tha.n not the informant is female 

and there are obvious implications.. Extended periods of 

time spent with a key informant may be interpreted by others 

as indicative 0f tbe more normal occurrence of that type of 

situation.,74 The extent to which this would affect inter ... 

actions with others is of c0urse, variable but, nonetheless, 

existent~ Bogd8n and Taylor warn that "researchers would be 
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wise to control how subjects define tbem and to resist 

baing forced into relationships~.~t~at are not conducive 

I; 0 carrying out rasearc h. ,,?5 This somewhat more academically 

phrased statement is certainly valid f potentially more so in 

a research setting characterized by a dominant population 

of the opposite sex¢ 

Another problematic situation developed when, two 

weeks into my observational visits, I did not heed the advice 

of well"",lcnovffi researchers.. Bogdan and Taylor note that: 

a good rule to follow in the ini.tial stage 
of the fieldwork is not to challenge the 
behavior orst~tements of the subjects or 
to ask questions ~hat are likely to put them 
on the defensive~76 

By not adhering to the advice, feeling out of the situation 

and "learning the ropes f "?! I caused a scene in front of 

man,Y- peQple~ My field notes relate the j.ncide:nt· as follows: 

stUdent: "Sor what did you think?" 
(reference is to a particular 
workshop class) 

observer: "4> ~ .,my first thought was that 
it was pretty racist and sexist~~f'" 

student: (angry voice) "That wasn't 
racist! Tha·~'s bullsbit: .. .,." 
"That's something a sociologist 
would 8ay~1I 

The subject was never brought up again nor have I had the 

"uportunity to speak to this person again~ 

Obviouslyp these first days in the £1a1418 as well 



as most other daysp are filled with problematic sitU8,tions

which cause anxiety for the researchere The literature 

7erifies this and warns us of the many contingencies we 

mU;'3t be prepared for~ 

In summary then. we have discussed the theoretical 

and methodological orientation that has been adopted here, 

and furthermore, have seen the interrelationship between 

the two in the field e And finallYt we have considered some 

atypical problems encountered in the field, using this 

orientatione 

32 
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Herbert Blumer 9 Symbolic Interactioni8~: Perspective and 
l\'Iethod (Englewood Cliffs fJ I'f G J ~: Prent ice ::'all, 1969) f p:25 ~ 

Howard S~ Becker and others, Boys in White (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press t 1961)., 

See also the following works: Herbert Gans, The Urban 
Villagers (New York: The ]~ree Press, 1962); Herbert Ga:ns~ 
T1le·L€lVTttowners (New York: Random House, 1969); 
Elliot Liebowt: 21tlly f s Garner (Boston: IJittle Brown and 
C om-pany I' 1967) e 

4 ~ Ibi"£,!_f p.. 19 " 

6 .. 

7. 

8" 

9. 

Ibid" f p" 19 .. 

This does not pretend to be a systematic presentation of 
symbolic interactionsm in its entirety, just those aspects 
that seem most relevant to the topic under consideration .. 

Ge?rge ~{erbert JI,'!~ad, !i.~nd, self_.!l}d so~t.I.. (C hi cago: 
Unlvers~ty of Ch~cago Press, 1934; The Phl1osoph~!-2f 
the Act (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 193~);--
Tbe Phi~osophLof t~e })resent (Chicago: Open Court Company f 
1932):-Tnese posthumously pUblished works do much to 
reveal the seminal mind of Mead~ His position at the 
forefront of the founding fathers of symbolic interactionism 
is well deserved.. Others \'vho contributed to the development 
of symbolic interacti0nism during this period include: 
~rohn DeW(~Yf Human Nature and Conduct (New York: modern 
I,ibrarYF 193~resHOrton Cool$eYr I-Iuman Nature and the 
.§.2cta1 0l'.££!: (New York: li're0 Press of Glencoet -1"956); 
Robert Park,. Princinles of Human Behavior (Chicago: The 
Zalaz Corp;r 191'5); and WillIam T* Thomas, The U.n,a~juste_~ 
Girl (Boston: Little t Bro\v.rl, 1931). The discussl0n 
tb.at- fol10Vls on tbe next fevv pagE's of the text relies 
heavily on Herbert Blumer r '1ymbolic I~_~~...E.action~r as 
his discussion is the clearest and most quoted, statement 
on symbolic interactionism e 

Mead defined an object as an. thin that can be indicated 
(·'JE.'e Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism, p. 10. Blumer 
states tbat: 



one can classify objects in three categories: 
(a) physical ocjects •• p(b) social objects, 
such as students, priests~.gand (c) abstract 
objects, such as moral doctrines~~eor ideas 
such as justice, ex~loitation, or compassion 
(Blumer, p~ 10) t 

Included in this last category would be the concept of self 
inasmuch as human beings can make objects of tbemselves--as
with any other objects& To have a self is to be able to 
make an ..9bject of onest;,lf. To hi?~ve a self, an organism must 
be able to interact with itself (thus tbe differentiating 
factor between humans and animals)., A common example of 
self-interaction is the carrying on of a conversation with 
oneself.. 1J:.1~le inmortance of selfhood is obvious; every 
person sees himself as a certain kind of object (that iss 
defines himself in a certain way) and behaves on the basis 
of that self-definition~ 

lOG In essenCB t this is a rejection of both the philosophical 
idealism perspective as well as the philosophical realism 
perspectiv8 e It reveals the pragmatic position - tbat things 
exist for men wbere they seem to exist~ Tbe fact that ~eaning is 
<-Tivan to an object by the way people are prepared to act 
toward the object does not meanf however, that the object 
exists only in their minds., Physical ob,jects do have a 
very real existence outside the minds of men~ They do offer 
resistance to human actions and in tbis way objects (e.g." a 
wall) limit the meanings which man can impute .. 

11" Blumer, ~liq. Interactionsm f p.,5~ 

13~ It would seem tbat these collectives, i~e~9 institutions, 
organizations, social classes, etc~, are the major concern 
of' sociological inquiry but not necessarily from this 
perspectivee 

14. The following discussion is drawn from tbe ideas of Blumer 
(ibide, pp~ 18-89). It is important that one considers 
such basic assumptions as these r inasmuch as all studies 
of human society and of human action are guided by images 
about tbe nature of society and about the -'nature of human 
beings as actors in society~ The image one has of society 
ultimately affects the character of the knowledge tbat is 
formulated. 
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This conception of society is different than most socio
logical conceptions~ The structural perspective within 
sociology, a dominant force f does not start from the 
view tbat action is the basis of society~ They view 
the human group as an established organization (social 
structure) plus a whole series of prp8criptions 
imbedded in culture" The human group is based on a 
combination of social structure and culture, which is 
in turn responsible for human action., 

This does not mean to infer that the processes of inter
nretation tbat were mentioned earlier are nonexistent 
in this typ~ of situation~ Generally, it would mean 
that the process was less difficult in terms of guiding 
one's own action" However. many of tbese same situations 
may not be defined so easily by the other participants 
in the interaction, hence, the process of interpretation 
is still evident~ Consider this additional evidence: 
rules f norms'v and values arise out of these types of 
situations, but they also need re-affirmation to continue 
as such. 

See Blumer, Nmbolic Inte:ractionism~ pp., 1t5-21 r 57-60, 
87-(38, and Howard S., Becl~err Soci010gical Work: Method 
and~ S~ (Chicago: Aldine. 1970)4 --

200 .!Eid.:., p'., 88 

21.. There is a very clear corollary between how human society 
or societal organization is viewed by tbe symbolic inter
actionist and his/h8~ perspective on institutions~ 
Inasmuch as these social institutions are a given slice 
of societal organization, this corollary is entirely 
reasonable~ Social institutions are c0mplex patterns 
of activity or,o:anized around the most fundamental 
interests 0f s6ciety. The§e patterns we call education, 
religion, governmell't f etc. 

22.. Blwner,. Symbo~.ic Interac,tionism, p. 19. 

23. Ibid., pp~ 19-20. In terms of the fate of the institution, 
Biurner comments in similclr fashion, that "it is the 
social nrocess in group lifo that creates and unholds 
the rUles,.not the rules -tbat create and uphold group life" 
(p,,19). 



24. It is always possible, nrobable, in fact, that a single 
acting unit or even a group of individuals may define 
the situation as they think it should be and impose 
their definition of the situation (this assumes there 
ia a differential power structure) onto 0thers, 
including an institution. This represents something 
else, other than tbe process of interpretation as we 
well know from striking examples in recent years. It 
is possible to conceive of a Ministry directive handed 
down to the rest 0f the organization in such a light6 
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256 Cb,apter four will deal with the "positions" of the 
p2Tticipants within the organization and will discuss 
this in terms 0f status positions and subseQuent status 
passages through the organization from the viewpoint of 
status passage theory enunciated by Glaser and strauss, 
!:::. Sta_t!::ls Passage: A Parmal Theory: (Chicago: Aldine" 1971)" 

26. Becker et al" F Boys 1.n White" 

27. Ibid. 

zr3. One would hope that the gap between theory and method 
is not a wide ons, or at least, it is narrowing~ On 
the re.lattonsb,in between theory and rnetb0d, see Norman 
Den::'>;'in, The Rese~~ch Act : ____ A The0retJ._c I!ltroduc-tio12.....to 
Sociological Methods (Chicago: Aldine, 1970)e On the 
"relationship be f:;een:, more spec} fically, symbolic 
interactionism and participant observation f see Allan 
Turowetz, nRelationsbip of ])artieipant Observation to 
:3ymbolic Interactionism" (unpublished '!Janer, rllcGill 
UniversitYr 1973)~ 

29~ Becker et al~, pp~ l7-32e 

30" This assumes "that behavior is self-directed and 
observable at two distinct levels - the symbolic and 
the interactional (or behavioral)" (Norman Denzing, 
IIrf he Re seare h Act Ii, in tT.. IIIanl sand B.. Mel t zer, eds., 
§xm.bolic I.n~~ract.io.n (Boston:' Allyn and Bacon, 1967), 
pc7ff)e These two levels refer to Mead's analysis of the 
act as baving two phases: 1) the covert, self-interactionr 
and 2) the overt, the execution of tbe act. 

3l~ Ibid~, p. 19~ 
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32~ Ibid., p. 19. It should also be noted tb~t there are 
similari.ties between the pbenomenological method and 
participant observation) i.,e"1 role-taking" See S~T. 
Bruyn t "The New Empiricists! The Participant Observer 
and Phenomenoligst" f in W. Pilstead. ed., 2..ualitative 
Methoc101o!:!,: Firsthand Involvement with the ~30cial 
W01::1.~ \G lcagO! Mar -t1am t 19 0 , pp:-283-2"J77 On the 
other hand., role-taking is somewhat at odds with the 
phenomenological met hod -Lnasmuc h as it 8.dvocat es personal 
invol vemel1.t - in the culture one si.~udies ~ 

338 The same holds true for my involvement with stUdent 
teachers~ Alsor. see BruYTIf p., 284 with regard to 
Ifopenness lf and lack of preconception about a given sit
uationc As will be shown, an open theoretical framework 
allows for definition of variables, etc~ during the 
course of investigation (Bruyn t p.,284; Becker at al .. , perlB)" 

26a See Raymond Gold,. tlRoles in Sociological :F'ield Observations'!· t 
SQcial ~rcesf 36 (1958), 217-22J~ 

37e Becker et ale,pp .. 22-23~ 

38~ An excellent critique of tbis tyue of distortion research, 
its implications for educational research, and/or in
novation (as well as support for qualitatively based 
educational researcb) is found in tbe following articles: 
W .. Gordon West r "Participant Observation in Canadian 
Classrooms: The Need, Rationale t rrecbnique f and 
Development Implications", Canadian Journal of EducationS' 
2:"3 (1977L pp. 55-74; w .. Go-rdonvYest r "Partlcipant 
Observation Research on thf3 Social Construction of 
Everyday Classroom Order" Interchan,q-e, 6:4 (1975), 
pp .. 35-43; Do. Hyan and T .. 'B:"" Gree-nrield, The C18.ss Size 
9uE'stion (Toronto; Ontario Ministry of E"(fucat"ion, 1975)~ 

39~ Becker at ale, Boys In White; Everett Ce Hughes, Men 
and Their Work rNew-Yo:2F: £l'1:8e Press t 1958),,-

40. B. Glaser and Ae Strauss f Awareness of Dying (Chicago: 
Aldine, 1965)., 

41. Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essays 0n the Social Situation 
of r,"'ental PatiEmts and Ot'ber Inmates (Garden City, N"J:: 
Doubleday, 19b1)~ 



42~ 

43 .. 

44 .. 
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William Ii'. Whyte, ~3treet Corner SocietI (Chicago: 
University 0f Chicago Press, 1955). 

Becomin~ Deviant (Englewood Cliffs, N.J6: Prentice Hall, 
r9b9)~ p., 24 .. 

Blumer, Symbolic Inter8,ctio~:L§.IE.JI p .. 60 .. 

45. Becker et ale, Boys In Whi~, ppe 21-22~ 

46. Ibid ~.1 p" 21 

47.. Alvin Gouldner, Wildcat Strike (Yellow Springs: Antioch 
Press f 1955)~ 

48~ Ibid~r p~ 21. 

49" lbid. f pp .. 9-13, passim., 

50~ 

53~ 

See IlChoosing the Research Tonic n in Cha-pter I of this 
thesis for background~ 

See my comments in the ttpreface" to this thesis as to 
the desirability 0f incorporating a natural history of 
the nroject into tbe body of the thesis. 

See Whyte, Stre~Corner Society; Liebow~ Tally's Corner; 
Ned IJolsky f -illls~ Beat}3 aria ~.Otb.ers (Garapn 'C :rEy, 
N.Yo: Doubleday AnClor Books, 1969); M.A. Sullivan 
et al. p "Participant Observati0n as Employed in the 
Study of a Military Training :Program" r American Sociological 
Review, 23 (1958), pp .. 660-667; R.L., Kahn and T .. lVJann" -
iiDeveiopin~ Researc h' Partners hi ps", ,Journal . .21 Social 
~p 8 (3), (1952)f pp~ 4-10; Allan Turowetz, 
"From Communicators to Legitimators: An Entry to the 
National Hockey League!', (unpublished paper, McMaster 
University, 1976)" 

Robert Bogdan and Steven Taylor, Introducti0n to Qualitative 
Research r:re~.~ods (New York: John Wiley and ·Sons, 1975), 
p.. 31 .. 



55~ Tbis was not because of my abilities as a sociologist, 
but ratber because of tbe personal recentivity towards 
researcb by the Principal. 
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:~6. 1" ~;chatzman and A. strauss, Field Researc,p.-.!. strate~ies 
for a Natural Sociol/),&y' (Englewood Cliff Sf N. J ~: Prentice 
Hall~ 1973), p~ 22, refer to the bargain as the spiel. 
a "statement which identifies (the researcher), his 
s~onsor, or organizational affiliation, his study 
objectives p and his method of work~" This definition 
is closer to my actual practice as all of those things 
were included in my written proposal for the gatekeepers. 

57& Bogdan and Taylor, pc> 35. 

58.. J .. F" Dean et al 09 "Observation and Interviewing", in 
J~T~ Doby, ed~f An Introduction to Social Research 
(New York: Ap-pleton-Century-'Crafts;'- 19757, 2nd ed,,); 
Bogdan and Taylor, PI' 33e 

60~ In a sense, t~is would be im-possible, given the -previous 
discussion about tbe lack of a research design (as 
defined by· the way it is commonly used in social science) 
when one employs symbolic interactionism as a theoretical 
framework and participant observation as tbe methodological 
orientatione -

61~ 'rhis iS r of course, as long as we define it as such" 
These meanings are not inherent in the objects. 

62~ See Blumer r Symbolic In~~ractionsmf po2~ 

63.. Bogdan and Taylorr PI' 32 .. 

65~ Ibid~f p~ 35 

66~ My personal feelings 0n the question of reciprocity of 
information have changed somewbat since tbe beginning 
of this researcbe One can take the typical social 
science stance and nrovide the institution witb lin very 
general verbal or written renort on their observations" 



(Bogdan and Taylor, p. 35). In my oplnlon this type 
of renorting has contributed to the generally shared 
d~staste for social science and its inapplicability 
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to "real situations c" 1m attitude such as the one 
described above, also has consequences for the next 
researcher-who \..,isbes to investigate the same phenomena" 
On the more ~8rsonalJ emotional level t it becomes 
increasingly hard to socialize with these student teachers 
(and those honeful of becoming such next year) and know 
about their anxieties, etc. and still remain an aloof 
academic researcher. ObviouslYt there are pros and cons 
to this issue~ Nonetheless, my position has been statedc 

67 ~ See espically, ".Vhyte, .§..treet Corner Societxc 

68. One expects that Itthe best way to learn about the structure 
and hierarchy of an organization is to be handled arotmd 
through. it" (Bogdan and Taylor, p., 32)~ At an earlier 
stage of the research, when I first read that passage, 
I assumed that I hadnft really experienced that 
"handling" because I had met no resistance. In a sense, 
though, I had experienced tbis handling becuase I pro
gressed from the secretary to the Principal to finally 
the classroom teacber. A little conflict would have 
been illustrative, but lack of conflict is, after all, 
a finding in itselfc My main point here, however f is 
that it is easy to view field notes about tbis stage of 
research as mere documentation and. nothing morel' Nothing 
could be farther from the truth~ - -

69" By perspective, I mean "coordinated views and plans of 
action people follow in problematic situations" (Becker 
et 801", Boys In White, pc 33) .. CF .. GqH. l\'lead, The 
E,hlloso}'itiy 0,( the Act (C hicago: University of C11:ICago 
Press r 1938), passim. 

70., As was noted earlier r I had opted for an intensive study 
of one particular group rlf 21 wbo were organized into 
one class under the direction of one instructor~ Although 
they did go to other lectures given by someone else, 
these 21 students were the responsibility of this one 
instructor .. 

7l~ In all honcstyp my male ego led me to attribute those 
glances to somethin entirely different. 

72. Ibid.~, p~ 43. 
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73.. Of the. approximate 435 student teachers r only about 
50 to 75 were rnale~ This is due partially to the fact 
that it was an elementary School trainining institution4 
One would expect an institution that specializes in 
secondary education to have a higher percentage of males .. 

74.. This could iTery easily apply to key i.nfl)rmants as welle 
The oceurrence of this happening is of course. enhanced 
by two facts~ One r this is a peer group, and secondly~ 
all concerned, b0th male and female are at the age of 
marrying soon" 

77e Blanche Geer et al., "Learning tue Ropes: Situational 
Learning in Fl)ur Occupatil)nal Training IJrograms" f in 
T e Deut sc her and E.. T hompson p eds 6, !i.m9ng thE;' Peonle 
(New York: Basic Books t 1966)" 

Blanche Geerp 
Ham.11l0nd, ed" f 

day~ 1964) c 

"First Days in th(~ Field", in Phillip 
Sociolog:ists at Work (New York: Double-



CHAPTER III 

TEE STUDENT TEACHER AND If HE IMPLICATIONS OF 

PHYS ICAIJ APPEARANCE ~ ATT ITUDE AND MOT lYE 

This chapter, as well as the next, deals with data 

1 . 1 ana. ySl.S~ It is the purpose of this chanter to identify 

some main themes in the hope that these themes will 

ssnsitize2 the reader to the nature of the setting being 

investigated and the interaction that takes place·within.) 

physic~pea~nc~ of Teachers! Colle~e 

Perhaps the term child-like over-exaggerates the 

quality present in tbe physical surroundings of this par

ticular Teachers~ College. On the other hand, one could 

argue that it does n0t look like wbat its name implies-a 

College~ In factr it is reminiscent of other educational 

structures many of us have passed through-high schools and/or 

elementary schools~ 

To appreciate the physical appearance which I allude 

t~ one need only visualize (remember?) long corridors (empty) 

with lockers on one sidee A walk down one of ttese corridors 

reveals neat bulletin boards with various offical notices 

posted, including several of tbe type that read: "'Nill the 

following students report to ·the office ...... &" Walking in any 

number of directions one is bound to encounter a classroom 
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with wooden desks (and/or the one piece "modern version") .. 

One classroom I encountered even had an upright piano in 

it.. Various other classrooms had the vario'lJ.s tell-tale 

signs of a public school classroom" In addition t tl1e 

library had a distinctive grade school appearance with the 

rows of grades K-6 reading and matb materials. The 

magazine section to this particular library contained 

various childrens 6 magazinesf! including Highlights" which I 

remember from my grade school days~ 

Without belabouring the point regarding the physical 

appearance of Teachers~ COllege,4 let me return to an 

earlier point.- It was suggested that a library setting was 

conducive for "scholarly activity"~ whereas it was not 

conducive for violent f noisy activitYf as was a gyrn~ How 

is it that one mear.ing is conferred upon the library and 

not the gym? The meaning of an object (be it physical, 

social, or abstract)5 is given fundamentally by the way 

people act toward the objecte From early childhood, we see 

people use objects in particular ways~ The ways people act 

toward certain objects define the meaning of these objects 

for us. This is how people develop the ability to recog-

nize and use objectse It is by this process that menning 

is conferred upon objects~6 



Therefors r we come to define the library in one 

way and act accordingly&7 When we encounter these same 
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objects over and over againJ' it is possibls f indeed probable" 

that we. will assign the same meaning. By doing SOf we will 

be acting toward the object in the same manner as we did 

. 1 8 preVIOUS Y& The implication of all tbis is that if we 

come to view some objects as the same objects of our past 

(as do others), we will act towards those objects according 

to the meaning those objects have for us. More concretely~ 

if we come to view corridors with lockers on one side as 

reminiscent of our old high school, we will act in a fashion 

that is similar to our high school days~9 

According to symbolic interaction theory, one would 

J:}ot say that objects determine our behaviours., Ratber r one 

would be inclined to say that the present iS,defined (made 
10 up of)r in part, by the past~ Therefore, given this 

conception of time, defining the situation in the present 

is based on interpretations of tbe meanings that were 

assigned to past situatil)ns~ Based on previous experience t 

one knows bow to act in a given situation. It is this 

basis that allows Robert sommerll to begin his analysis of 

ecological arrangements in the classroom and the consequences 

for interaction .. 

What has been referred to as a child-like quality 

has been described and put into a theoretical framework to 

illustrate the. implications. There are more concrete examples 



where this quality emerges~ 

During my first morning observational visit to the 

Teachers v College, they were given a break at 10:15 AeM~ 

Upon returning to the Ithomerooml! classroom (the class had 

temporarily joined another class in their classroom), I 

attempted to light a cigaretteo 

You canVt smoke here~ Tuatf.s one difference 
between here and university~ 
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Although fiNO SMOKING" signs were not posted in the classroom 

as they were in the men@s rooms, it was evident tbat there 

were definite rules. This "regimentedU (in comparison to 

:lniversi ty) atmosphere is supposed to, in the words of one 

of the subjects, Ilget you used to a real classroom because 

you wontt be able to smoke there either.," This notion of 

getting "you used to a real classroom" (for them, an 

elementary classroom) became quite obviou8~ and was put into 

use in various ways~ It was not as thougb this went 

unnoticed by the subjects as is evidenced by the following 

comment .,. 

~eoyOU get used to it&.~well~ not exactly. 
See, when you first come here, itVs 
different and exciting.~6 After a while, 
you do realize that they are treating you 
like little kids" but what are you going 
to do?12 



It would ap"pear that p.vgmalionism13 is at work heree The 

following example, taken from an observational visit at 

the end of October f illustrates what ha"pnens when one is 

treated like a "little kid" .. 
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The exercise they were doing was one in the didactic 

apnroach to teaching. After carefully explaining to the 

student teachers the didactic method ("wbere the lesson is 

teacher-directed, teacher-centered"), the instructor 

cautioned them that "this is only one approach". The 

instructor then began asking them questions about mountains 

and mountain climbing (this began at 9:00 AeM.,)" After 

asking several questions~ the instructor began reading to 

them from a poem about mountain climbi ng.. The instructor 

read two stanzas of the poem and then stopped. At this 

point, the instructor asked several questions with regard 

to the content of the two stanzas~ The student teachers 

dutifully answered those questions~ This process was 

repeated many times over~ until at 9:18 they encountered 

tbe following: 

(instructor) Ramparts arr~t. What do .you 
think this means? 

(student 1) 
(student 2) 
(student 3) 
(instructor) 

Impasse? 
Impassable? 
stop? 
This is exactly what your 7th 
graders would have said. 

This exchange i.s typical of the ouestion-answer exchanges 

of the 'Jrevious eighteen minutes. After being remind.ed tbat 



although this exercise was aimed at 7th graders~ and they 

had responded like 7th g:caders, the instructor resumed 

reading the poem while continuing the S8.me processe The 

student teachers were being reminded that they weI'e "on"C. 

Essenti.ally, being HonH is a state in wbich the actor is 

remi.nded that he/she is playing a parte l4 At this point, 
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i.t should also be noted that this is an example of role-playing" 

'l'hese student tE'achers were performing the socially 

prescribed functions attributed to a particular rolee ~P 

what was expected of them (by the instructor) was that they 

would engage in £ole-taking£15 At the very least9 they 

would HElay-at" the 1"'010,.16 that is, pretend to play the part., 

As is evident by this example, these student teachers did 

more than pretend, and had to be reminded that they were 

Nearing the end of this particular workshop class, 

they had progressed through the poem until they were on the 

verge of the climax of the poem (i~ee, the last page)~ 

Dontt tUrn that pagse (Students are 
enthralled with poems, wanting to see 
how they end)~a~Nowr with my 7th grade 
class, I might leave out the last page 
and ask them ltwha't happens'?" .... e you can 
be sure there would be nlenty of 
discussion., •• or they could write the 
finish"B" 

At this point it was 9:32v fourteen minutes after they were 

last reminded tbat they were n0t, in fact, 7th graderst 



While the instructor was explaining what they could possibly 

do if it was their own class, many of them flipped to the 

last page (as discreetly as they could) and continued 

reading" When the class was dismissed the instructor told 

them they could keep the poem~ All of them did~17 Those 

stUdent teachers who hadnQt read the ending did so on their 

ItS way out of the classroom e 

Bogdan has noted that in a study of prospective 

salespeople, where he focused on strategies that these sales 

trainees learn in order to persuade their clients to buy 

certain products, "the instructors and compan,Y officials use 

the same techniques on trainees that trainees are taught to 

19 use on customers .. " Unwittingly or not" it was this same 

strategy that was used on the student teachers. They were 

treated like the 7th graders that they will eventually 

teach, and like the salos trainees who bought the "script lt
p 

these student teachers accepted the "script" they W€lre 

presented withe 

The implications of this, and similar situations 

will become clearer in later sections when we discuss the 

transition from the stUdent role to the teacher role~ In 

conclusion, thought' one can see a definite relationship 

between the physical appearance of Teachers' College and 

tbe activity that takes place within~ 
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The preceding discussion has focused on tbe first 

theme that arose in my first observational field visit and 

tbe subsequent development of that theme.. Chronologically, 

the next theme that became apparent also originates in one 

of the earlier field visits. 

The Attitude of Theory versus Practice 

The very first day that I began my observations of 

actual classroom activit.V proved to be an important visit 

in terms of a theory versus practice distinction~ With 

subsequent visits this distinction became progressively 

refined (or re-defined) by the student teachers until it 

evolved into a distinction between idealism versus realism",20 
--------

InitiallYt I first learned of this distinction 

after a lecture on "Teacher-l)upil Relationships: Discipline" 

Control and Rules .. " This lecture took place in the school 

auditorium where several different classes joined together 

to hear one instructor lecture~ As was to become usual, 

after the lecture was finisbed r the different classes 

returned to their respective 1t!:LOmeroom" classrooms to 

discuss the lecture with their master instruct ore Various 

theories21 had been discussed in the lecture as well as 

their implications for classroom teachers. Returnjng to 

their classroom tbis particular class began a discussion 



of behavioral limits theory ("HeYOU limit your behavior 

in new situations$~~to behavior that has been successful 

in the past ... .,")"' One student addressed t hi~ instructor by 

commenting: 

I agree with what you said (setting limits 
on swearing) but~ ... theories on paper are 
fine buteeoyour first response would be to 
say "shut Upll (nodding of heads, general 
agreement) 

As far as these student teachers were concerned, theory 

was one thing, but to put it into practice was p_n entirely 

different mattero 22 

This idea of theory versus practice appears many 

times over as 13. complaint between what is said "inside lf 

(theory-ideal) tbe Gollege~ and what actually occurs 

"outside" (practice~reality)" The more exposure they had 
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to student teaching sitUations, the more the distinction 

became couched in terms of inside versus outside (which for 

them, was synonymous with theory versus practice)~ The 

discrepancy is evident in the following quote from my field 

notes., 

.~~they fill you up with so many ideas 
here (inside the College)~~ •• and then, 
when you are out doing your practice 
teacbing~~.,and even though those teachers 
havp an outline of what you're sunposed 
to be doing~~~they make you do the actual 
teachinge.otbey are not supposed to have 
us teaching yet, bute.~what are you going 
to do? Say no?! 
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The reference here is being made to "teacher assistant 

days" where the student teachers were basically observers 

(as far as tbe College administration was concerned)~ These 

were not block student teaching times when they were 

evaluatedc Yet, even though they were not evaluated during 

tbese assistant days, it is quite evident that what happen~ 

"out there lt was assigned a priority above that of instruction 

within the College~ 

During the same conversation (as above), it came to 

my attention 'Ghat there was an auditorium lecture about 

"Educational Needs of the Older City" (ENOC)~ One particular 

stUdent who was placed in an inner city school had to teach 

a 7th grade composition class the following Monday.. When 

asked if she was teaching in the inner citYt she replied: 

Yea, but IQm not going to that lecture. 
I~ve got to prepare for that composition~ 

Although it was conceivable that tbe lecture would indeed 

help with the preparation of the lesson, !lout there" took 

precedence~ Time could not be wasted with lectures given 

at the College when there was work to be doneD Not only 

had the distinction been made between theory versus 

practice, but precedence had been given to the practical 

aspect of their socialization e 



Several months later, when asked specifically to 

identify the differences between inside the College and 

outsids, the following quotes are illustrative~ 

Some things I disagree with that are ta~ght 
here (inside)~~~and then there are other 
things you just can't put to uss" I think 
a lot of teachers realize that it would be 
nice if things worked the way they teach 
them in the College, but$~e 

Oh yea, there's a really big difference" 
e".it's the harsh reality out there~ 

~~efor the most partf they (classroom 
teachers) are talking about "thatWs realitYf 
kids, you have to put up with it, and you've 
got to survive tbat way.," Whereas in the 
Collage r whHt they~re saying is "this is the 
way things should be and everything would be 
nice t hat way 4 " 

«~~yea, sure there are a lot of ideals you 
can~t put into practice f but the way I see 
it, they are trying to sbow us the very 
best way, the utopian way of doing tbings 
in the hopes tbat we won't go right to the 
opposite extreme f and do it the pasiest way 
,you can~ That ,you will at least try the 
ideals~ •• the ideals can J to a certain 
extent, be put into practice if we are 
given some clue how to do it~ 

As is evident by these four quotes r this theor,y/practice 

distinction has evolved into a distinction between ideals, 

as taught inside the College, and realitYr as it occurs 

"out there" in the classroom" Obviously, tbis separation 

is not something new, nor is it restricted to student 

teachersG Inservice teachers made the same distinction 
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according to student teachers (see above)~ Furthermore, 

social scientists havt' called our attention to the same 

tdea. 

The fUndamental discrepancy between theory and 

practic~) is what Selznick calls doctrine and commitment., 

Dootrine 9 being abstract, is judiously 
selective and may be qualified at will 
in discourse. subject only to restrictions 
of sense and logice But action is con= 
crete, generating consequences which 
defi.ne a sphere of interest and respon
sibility together with a chain of corrunit
ments~ FundamentallYt the discrepancy 
between doctrine and commitment arises 
from the interrelation of ideas and the 
interrelation of phenomena e 23 . 
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Deutscher addresses the same notion in terms of words versus 

24 deeds. Much of the previous discussion follows the same 

line of argument ps -put forth by these tvvo authors, there

by providing further evidence that tbis common-sense 

distinction is made oftene 

Q.£.!1.ing, the Piece of Paper as Motive 

One of the most prominent themes of this analysis 

was not discovered until much later (in comparison to the 

first two themes). It was not until the end of October 

that one of the rospondents suggested in an interview that: 



You have to play the game right, by the 
rules r otherwi8e~~cYou won't get the 
piece of paper. 
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In retrospect, t his theme explained a variety of behavior's 

that I had observed. For whatever reaso~ a researcher 

finds many situations where you ask yourself "why did 

that happen?tt 'llhese situations were numerous in the early 

part of the analysis e Imputing my own meanings into the 

situations invariably brought the response "I don't know.,1f 

Given the theoretical and methodological commitments as 

stated earlier J, it made it im-perative that I understand 

actions from the actors' viewpoint&25 

Before reviewing some of these previously inc om-

prehensible events, it should be noted that this notion 

of getting the piece of paper has a long tradition and is 

not peculiar to Teachers~ College~ Particularly in view 

of what John Lee has termed the fail-safe model of education 

in Ontario~ it will be understood that this generation of 

student teacbers has been raised on the idea of getting 

the piece of papere 27 28 Karp and Yoels have argued that 

students opt for non-involvement and anonymity in their 

college classrooms~ Although they do not specifically 

mention that their sample stUdents view education in terms 

of the end result, their data would seem to suggest that 

students do not view subjects and subject content as 

particularly important. Every day observation by those of 
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us involved in higher education would seem to indicate 

that content is less important than the end result~29 

Therefore, not only is the passage thru Teachers G 

College viewed as a process of acquiring the piece of 

paper, but the university years are viewed in the same 

light ¢ Thus, the follmving quote is representati va ~ 

It (university) was simply a means to 
an end (Teachers t College)" 

Of course, not all student teachers view their university 

education as uselesse But on the whole, it remained 

simply a variation on the same theme~ As long as they 

had to do it f
30 it might as well be something they 

enjoyed and did well in¢ 

c· • "pers onally, 
it (biology). 
why not get it 
interested ine 

I was very interested in 
If I had to get a degree, 
in something I was 

There are implications that need to be discussed 

with regard to adopting this perspective~ These implications 

manifest themselves in a series of examples taken from my 

field notes. First, thougb, I would like to expand on some 

of the characteristics of ~eing a student. 31 

Extremely helpful in this part of the analysis is 

tbe previously mentioned paper by Karp and yoels32
e They 

suggest tbat: 



by the time that students have fi.nished 
high school, they have been imbued with 
the enormously strong belief that teachers 
are "ex-psrtstt who -possess the "truth"" 
They have adopted, as Fr~ire (1970)33 has 
110ted f a "bRnking model of education •. The 
teacher represents the bank, the huge 
"fund It of "true" knowledgec. As a student, 
it is onsts job to make weekly "withdrawls" 
from the fund~ never any "deposits"HH 
Teachers are in the classroom to teach, not 
to learn,,34 

If indeed this is the case, and it appears so, one would 

expect this generation of students to define as problematic 

any situation where the teacher was not teaching~ Indeed r 

it would be somewhat difficult for the person who has 

served 17 or 1<1 years as 'a student to suddenly play the 

role of teacher. 35 If students define a classroom as a 

situation where teachers teach students, a situation whore 

a student is tem-porarily the teacher and responsible for 

all those activities that the student perceives as being 

part of the role of teacher-it would be entirely probable 

that the student9 s performance as teacher would be lacking 

and inadequate., 

One can find many examples of this kind of phenomena., 

I have chosen three qualitatively different examples to 

illustrate this~ The first example is a paraphrase from 

my field notes concerning a lectUre given inside the College. 

This lecture, which featured a "how-to-do-it recipe" 

approach to reading, was greeted favourably by the student 



teachers (indirect references were made about it later on) 

on the basis that the lecturer f as well as the filmstrip. 

instructed them how-to-do-it~ That is, how to teach 

reading~ 

The second example features the same student 

mentioned earlier, who had to prepare a composition idea 

for seventh graders. 

I have to figure out what Pm going to do 
for this composition thing next TuesdaYeQ~ 
What do you give seventh graders as a 
topic for a composition? 
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Originally, as noted in my field note~ I had attributed thi~ 

lack of an idea to simply a lack of imagination~ In light 

of the urevious discussion though, this is another example 

Drawing on the third example p which represents an 

early over-all comment on tbe program f one C8.n clearly see 

the student orientation as it affects the transition to the 

role of teacher. 

PII tell .you how I feel~ FrustratedS 
I donr.t know what we are doing sometimes •• ~ 
or what we are learning .. ,,~I go home a.t night 
and feel guilty because I know I should be 
reading t but I don~t know what I~m supposed 
to be reading. 

Clearlyp being a student involves being told wbat to do 

d h t d . t t 36 If t d h t t d an w.en 0 0 1 , e c~ s u ent teac era are rea e 
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like s'!;udents at Teachers· College, and as mentioned earlier, 

they are (and respond the same way), problematic situations 

will become commonplace~ If they are not told, explicitly, 

what to do, they quickly develop a feeling of being 10st*37 

A by-product of this "get the piece of paper" 

attitude is the question of impression management, to use 

38 Goffman's term£ To reasonably ensure oneself of achieving 

the end resu.lt (ie.e q diploma), it is necessary to foster 

certain impressions for the audience~ Referring to class-

room participation, Karp and Yoels contend that students 

are: 

aware that it would be an impropriety to be 
on a total "away" from t he social 8i tuation •. 
(Therefore,) stUdents engage in what might 
be called "civil attention~" They must 
annear committed enough tdnot alienate the 
teach-er~ ~ ,,39 

I would suggest that this same process exists for student 

t eac hers ~ Al though the ir goal is t he end re suI t "ou t there", 

the "real thing"F it is necessary that they negotiate their 

passage through Teachers' College in such a way as to 

maximize their chances of getting a job~ One way to maximize 

the chances is to receive good grades as well as personal 

recommendations~ It is assumed tbat both of these quantities 

will maximize one's chances~ Given todayts oversupply of 

teachers t this factor must also be given considerati0n~ 

In sum, the student teacher must foster the 



impression that: 

1) he or she is smart enough to receive good grades, 2) has 

done well enough in student teacbing situations to warrant 

a good recommendation and 3) is committed to entering the 

profession, if not this year, then later~ 
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Impression management for student teachers was hinted 

at earlier. It deserves repeating~ 

You have to ~lay the game right, by the 
rules 9 otherwise ... ., .. 

To illustrate this even more, one nesd only look at atten-

dance figures.. My understanding at the beginning of this 

research. was that class attendance was not compulsory .. 

Yet, very few missed classes~ At the time I didnVt totally 

understand this, especially since everyone seemed to have 

a gripe., A month later~ a student teacher who was describing 

the differences between university and Teachers t College, 

mentioned that at Teachers' Collegs 9 unlike university, you 

had to attend every class. I questioned tbis student teacher 

and repeated the official lines I had been told previouslyo 

Wel1 9 yea, that~s wbat they tell you, 
but if you donit make them think you 
are committed and enthusiastic r what 
are your chances? It's like a lot of 
other things, you have to go along 
with a lot of things that you may not 
necessarily agree with~ 
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In summary. then f we have examined how the physical 

appearance of Teachers' College has an effect on student 

interaction~ This was accomplished by reiterating the 

discussion in the meaning of an object in Meadian terms .. 

Secondly, we looked at the distinction made by student 

teachers between theory and practice, and the preference 

given to the practice element of their socialization 

experience~ And finallYJ we have explored the notion of 

g'etting the piece of paper as a motive (with a history) 

for certai.n behaviors~ Furthermore. this was explained in 

terms of an impression management strategy~ 



FOOTNOTES 

1. By data analysis, I refer to the: 

process which entails an effort to 
formally identify themes and to 
construct hypotbeses (ideas) as they 
are suggested-t and an attempt to 
demonstrates support for those themes 
and hypotheses:-

( Robert Bogdan and Steven Taylor, Introduction to_ 
Qualitative Research Methods (New York: JobrlV7iley 
and sons, 1975)t p. 79)~ see als0 1 B~ Glaser and 
A. Strauss, The Di~covery of Grounded Theo~ : strategies 
for .Quali~rv9Research' rOuico.go: Aldine, 19 7 .. 

3~ This type of data analysis is to be constrasted to most 
other methodologies where hypotheses are formulated (upon a 
priori assumptions) and 1;uen are examined accoraing to 
various statistical procedures in an effort to prove 
tbese hypotheses" I am of the oninion, along with many 
others, that this type of metbodology adds precious 
little to our understanding of a given phel1omenon~ For 
a critique along the same lines, see Cicaurel, Method 
and M.~;.ast~ent in SociologZ (New York: Free Press t 1964) '" 

4p This is not to infer that all Teachers t Colleges look 
alike~ It is generalizable only to a degree. Hawevo~ 
it was brought to my attention in a conversation with 
another colleagUE."r tbat other Teacbers t Colleges do, in 
fact, resemble the description I bave just ~iven~ 
While this particular colleague, Allan Turowetz,. bep:an 
a description of the particular College he visited, I 
found that I could successfully complete the description 
based on my own observations~ The similarities were 
strikin.?, • 

5" Blumer, 21j2EPol i c Int er,£,ctionism,. p" 10" 

6~ Ibid., passim~ 



8. 

This does not infer that once meaning is assivned to 
an object it necessarily remains stable. Whiie is is 
true that people tend to act toward objects in consistent 
ways, and bence, give them stable definitions, it is 
also true tbat in the course of their actions, they may 
redefine objects by givin~ them different meanings. 
ConsequentlYf it is possible to define tbe library as 
an ideal place to sleeD as 'Nell as a place to w0rk on 
academic endeavours. 

Given tbe admonishment above in footnote #7 f let me 
also add that according to Blumer's (ibid., p.2~) second 

,. if' -;- ..L f t' ---:- 1 . t t' prem~se, meanlng ••• arlses ou~ 0 . ae SOCla ln eTac lon 
that one has witb one's fE'llows" .. Therefore, meanings 
are modified accordin~ to onets interaction with others 
(as well as with self)~. The meaning assigned previously 
mC'.y be modified in subseouent interactions v\'i th others 
(or self) but there always remains the nrocess of inter
pretation" Once assignecl r meaning does not become 
intrinsic to the object altbougb it may appear so. 

I can not help but feel that my O\~m experience of deja 
vu was indicative of the way we reassign meaning to 
familiar objects from our past. 

See GeorFs Herbert Wead, The Philolonhy of the Present 
(Chicago: Open Court Co .. -;-1932)j~sim. lVIead~s ttleory 
of time deserves attention at this point in the discussion 
(it will a1!so be dealt with later in Chapter V)Q l\Ieadts 
theory of time is "a philosophy of the present" because 
"reality exist::; in the ·presentll (p.l)g I\lead goes on to' 
credit the past with "producing all the reality tbat 
there is" (p$ 26). Mead also contends that "the past 
is tbere conditioning tbe nresent and its ~assage into 
the future" (p" 17). On the surface, tbis wou.ld seem 
to be leading towards absolute causal determinism, 
disallovving any possibility of novelty in the present~ 
Mead escapes this trap in bis discussion of the emergent 
event as an event containing novel features not wbolly 
derived from antecedent factor8~ The emergent event 
exists in the present as well as being conditioned 
(partially) by tbe uast. The emereent event is then an 
act wbich both adds novelty to the world through 
adjustment, ana reconstruction (see nD~ 2, 33, 35).. As 
with all of Meadfs tbought, the key is bis theory of 
the act (see read, The T)hilOsO~jg of the Act (Chica(,:o: 
Universi ty 0f ChicBP.:o Pres8 p 1- . n r In discussin~ tbe 
temnorality of the ~ctJ Mead refers to the act as an 



event going on in a nresent but having a past reference 
and future referencet The act (event in the present) 
is a IInroduct of nast reactions" (Philosophy of the Act-, 
p~ 25) ~ To p.s.raphrase I'.Iead IS conclusi.on about the 
theory of the act, as well as the theory of time, it 
can be said that both, the nast and the future qualify 
the nresent in which the act exists. 

11. Personal Snace (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall t 

19b9}" 

13. 

14. 

15~ 

It was interesting to note that in a l)revious conver
sation with a "gatekeeper lt

, Teachers' College was 
referred to as a "graduate school" on several occasions9 
In tbe light of the above comment, one could easil,Y 
make an argument for multiple realities,," Although I 
draw on Alfred Schutz' terminology (see liOn Multiple 
Realiti.es" 1- in his Collected Papers r., The Problem Of 
§2cial RealiJ~x.. ('rhe Hague: Nijhoff, 1971) Pp .. 207-259), 
I do not necessaril Jr share Schutz f, s belief in the 
paramount reality of the everyday world. There are 
s8-parate realities, but to consider one paramounr,
thereby introducing a hierarchy of realities, is to lend 
weight (perha:Ds even political influence) to the so
called naramount reality~ On this point, see Ronald 
Silvers IIDiscoverinf: Cbildrents Culture", InterchanlIe,_ 
6:4 (1975)f pe 51~ 

P,ygmalionism of course, refers to the Rosenthal and 
Jacobson studYf p~gmalion in the Classroom: Teacher 
Expectations and-:t-lin11s f IntellectuarDevelonment'\New 
York: Hoi·t", Rine~lart and winstol1r 1968) c' pygmaiion 
was a legendary sculptor in Cyprus who fell in love with 
the statue be made of a vvo man f and at whose request, 
the god Aphrodite gave the statue life. Rosenthal and 
Jacobson use this as an example of the self-fUlfilling 
prophecy" 

S.L .. fi1essinger et al., "Life as Theater: Some Notes on 
the Dramaturgical Ap-proach to Social Reality", .:?ociometr,zr 
25 (1962), pp~ 98-110e 

GeoJ?ge Herber~ Mea~" On n s~c.tal 'PspchOlOgf' _ ed~ A. Strauss 
(Chlcago: Unlverslty or CElcago ress, 956)~ 

Wal ter Coutou, "Role-Playing V~3. Role Taking: An Appeal 
1j1 01" Clarificati on" p American Sociolop-ical Heview r 
16 (2), 1951, np~ 180:':-187. F'or an intPresting dlscuss'ion 
of the difference between role-taking, role-nlaying, 



17 .. 

l8~ 

19~ 

20~ 

and playing-at the role~ see the Coutu article. 
Coutu points out that in Meadfs usage f rOle-taking 
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was "a strictl,V mental or cognitive 0<' empathic activity, 
not overt behavior or conduct" (Coutu f pc- 180) 
whereas role-playing referred "to behav~,:n'J performance, 
conduct, overt activityll (Coutu, p¢ l80)~ According 
to Coutu f II p l aying·-at thus involves blJth the -olaying 
and taking concepts in a make-believe, playful, 
fi cti tious or fantasy form" (Coutu, p. 181) e The 
usage of the term -olay-at in this tbesis is different 
t han Coutu f s definition and relies on I,oosemlJre and 
Carlton ("The Student-Teacber: A Dramaturgical 
Ap-oroach to Role-Learning fl

r in Carlton, Colley and 
M~cKinnon, eds., Education! Chan~e and Society (Toronto: 
Gage Educational :P'ti."6T1snTng Go~ f 197'1)) ~ Loosemore and 
Carlton insist that the playing-at stage need not be 
reserved for fantasy, child-like activitYt and that tbe 
difference between adults and children playing-at a role
is the higher level of commitment on the nart of the 
adult. 

Elizabeth Eddy, BeominR a Teacher: The Passage to 
Professional Status-rNew York: Teachers~ College . 
Pre"ss't 1969) has arso !Jointed out lit he transmission of 
wri tten and oral tbidi tions about teaching from one 
generation of teacbers to the next,,~.the handing doyvTI 
of \vritten materials" (p.14)~ 

Robert Bogdan, p« 185e See also Robert Bogdan, 
"Learning to Sell Door to Doorl!, American Behavioral 
Scientis1, 16 (1), 1972, p~ 55-64~ 

Amazingly enough~ this class was immediately followed 
by another, where upon the instructor repeated the 
ll~c tnre ~ IJ' bere were no significant differences between 
the reactions of tbese two-classes~ If anything, the 
second class took more conious notes than did the first 
class~. 

If there is a rationale for maintaining the "theory 
versus practice" wording, ratber than the "idealism 
versus realism" wording, it is simply because the 
student teacbers more often than not expressed their 
sentiments in the format of the former rather than the 
latter .. 

21. These included such tbeories as Maslow's ~ierarcby of 
needs, stimulus-response learnin~, Weber's power
autbority models, and behavioral limits theory. 
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24~ 

25 .. 

Of course this distinction is not neculiar to student 
teachers alone.. In~service teachers are often heard 
making the clairr;s. On this point ~ see Phillip 
Jackson, Life in Classrooms (New York: Roltt Rinehart 
and Winston f 196B). 

Phillip Selznick" T ~ V. A. and tbe Grass Roots: _ .. A_ Study 
in,the _Soci(~.l.'?p:'y of Formal Or~anizations (Berkeley: 
unIversity of California Press f 1949't p~ 70 .. 

Irwin Deutsc ber, "'!lords and Deeds: Social Sci ence and 
Social Policy", Social Pro}>lems, 13 (1966)~ 

Fortunately, it became much easier to keep this commit
ment inasmucb aS t more often than not, I did not have 
a satisfactory explanation for the events that were. 
occurring~ That is, based on psychological make-un 
and academic' training, m.y nersnective on the world 
would not bave permitted me to act in the same ways. 

26. John Lee f "Failsafe Education", Canadian <TournaI of 
l:li.fther Educat ion, Fall (1976)" 

27 <' B.y eliminating ft~.ilure from tbe school system and 
introducin,g "micke.v mouse" courses to fulfill credit 
requiremenis, tbe end result (i~e~f graduation) has 
been stressed r rather than the "means" by which one 
acquires the "end". 'rhe "ends lt are automatic wi th 
liitle attention being paid to tbe middle part - tbe 
content" 

28.. David Karp and vVilliam Yoels r "The College Cla.ssroom: 
Some Observations on the meanings of Student l)articination", 
.?2_c:J?10gX and §.ocial Hesearch r 60 (4), 1976, pp .. 421':'439" 

29.. The faulty assumption that many university students 
hold is that the piece of paper will assure them of a 
johr Needless to say, this is a faulty assmnpti.on .. 
One could also speculate tbattbe increase in all kinds 
of cbeating is due to an emphasi.s on end results 
while at the same time, de-emphasizing content .. 

30~ Witbout exceution, student teachers were thankful 
for the years they spent in university for various 
reasons r Prominent amon~ tbese reasons was the fact 
that it gave tbem time to mature. The mere su~gestion 
that they enter Teacbers' Colle~e immediately after 
grade 13 is enoue:b to elicit all kinds of fr0Wlls and 
groans e 
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31~ This area will be dealt with in more detail in the "chapter 
on status nassage~ The passage from student to teacher 
will necessitate explanatory notes as to what it is they 
are moving away from (ioe~, student) as well as how that 
former status (if indeed it is a former status) affects 
tbe transition to the role of teacher. 

32~ Karp and Yoels" "The College Classroom" .. 

33" 'llhe reference here is to Paulo Freire,' EEdagogy of the 
Onpressed (New York: Seabury Press f 1970). 

34~ Karp and Yoels,. "The College Classroom" pc> 432 .. 

35,. Dan Lortie r Schoolteacher: A Sociolos9:ical stua~ (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1975 suggests that although 
students have experienced an apnrenticeship in teaching 
(by observation), tbeir perceptions of the role of 
teacber are only nartially adeouate~ As students, they 
see only the overt actions J whereas, what goes on 
"bacl{stap.:e" (to use Goffman's term) is unclear~ They 
are not ~ware of the why's in tbe teaching processe 
Altbough they can take the role of teacher, they can 
not adequately ."Plat the ""('ole (see fOOtnote 16 in this 
chapter)~ Alaf ~e ei8f(~Role Insufficiency and Role 
Supplementation: A Conceptual Framework ll

, Nursing 
Hesearc b" 24 (1975), "pp. 264-271) has termed t b.is 
inadequate perception of the role as role insufficiency. 

36 e • It is interesting to note that on two separate occasions, 
three students mentioned that jf they were going to 
change the structu-re and format of ~Peachers·f College" 
they would ensure tbat everyone knew what was happening 
the next daYe According to these students, a lack of 
course outline like tbey received in university was a 
detriment to their nerfl)rmance ~ (It should also be 
noted tbat these students were from a Council set-un 
that was not as regimented as others.) 

37~ Several observations validate this.. When the time 
came to nick their ontion courses for the months of 
February"" and April, a cursory look at their schedules 
rpvE'nled that mo~:;t ~3ignec] u"() for the "h0W-to-do-it" 
courses. At vorioustimes throu~hout tbe research, 
the common complaint was tb.at a l~ck )f tbese courses 
could be equated to tbeir failures in actual classroom 
situations. 



38 e Ervinp: Goff~1an, The P""esentati on I)f Self in Everydax 
gfe ~ Garden City -;- N ~ Y .: Doubleday Anc hor Books t 1959)" 

~J. Karp and Yoels, liThe College Classroom lt , -)~ 435,. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE STUDENT TEACHER STATUS PASSAGE 

This chapter is concerned with first, the largely 

overt, objectively perceived aspects of the student teacher 

status passage~ These aspects are conceptualized as 

scheduled and sequenced by various levels of officialdom~ 

3econdlYf this chapter discusses this professional socia1-

izat ion prr)cess as involving a set of transitional statuses 

that revolve around various subjectively perceived student 

teacher concern8~ Three stages of concerns are concep-

tualized, of which the first two are based on the present 

research while the third stage is based on the literature 

in teacher education& 

Introduction To Status }1ass.p-..Ee T heoa 

The origins of this type of analysis begin with 

the French an"'chropoJogists Arnold van Gennep .. l Many 

have contributed to the development of this t.vpe of analysis .. 

Hughes in particularS' expfmded on this type of analysis 

using tbe concepts of career and status nassnge. 2 Most 

recently, Glaser fl..l1d ~)trauss have systemati cally set forth 

some properties of status possage8 ba8ed largely on their 

series of works~3 Altbougb Glaser and Strauss' work is 

the most contE'Dporar~f', i'~ is clear that p.1Uch of the 

6(3 



theoretical insights have been gleaned from van Gennep's 

v/ork4 as well as Hughes v .,5 All three groups of authors 

have as their emphasis the tran~3i tional character of 

6) 

status passages~ The differentiating factor is van Gennep's 

discussion of rites of separation and incorporation (as 

well as rites of transition) " '1' hese two additional phases fI 

absent for the most part from the works of Hughes and 

~laser and strauss f are applicable to the student teacher 

status passage and will be discussed lat"er as suche Because 

of the importance placed on van Gennepts three phases r as 

they apply to the student teacber passage r there follows 

a brief summary of this work~ 

Rites of passage are the recurring social mechanisms 

that a society (or a segment of a society) nrorides for 

the orderly transition from one s"tatus to another. This 

process serves to revitalize the societ.y f t hereby assuring 

the continuity of that society~6 These rites of passage 

comprise a sequence of events tbat include rituals and 

ceremonies~ Arnold van GennePf" in his classic study of 

7 rites and passage f noted that three phases could be 

- discerned when examining the events that comprise the ritual" 

He classified these phases as fleparat}on (pre-liminal 

rites)r transiti~ (liminal rites), and inc_orpor.ation 

(post-liminal rites)~ 



Although each phase is distinct and always present, 

the phases may not be equally important, elaborate or 

visible. According to van Gennep, a phase may be suf-

ficiently elaborate and of such length when it is compared 

to other phases in the ritual that it seems to constitute 

an independent state8~ For instance: 

Rites of separation are prominent in 
funeral ceremonies r rites of incor~ 
porat:i.on at marriages., Transition 
rites may play an important part for 
instancB f in pregnancYr betrothal p 

and initiation; or they may be reduced 
to a minimum in adoption J• in the 
delivery of a second child~~~9 

'fan Gennep notes that when the transition pbas;!I is suf-

ficiently elaborate to constitute a seemingly independent 
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state, it is characterized by the reduplication of the three 

phases of the whole ritual scheme within that particular 

phase (i~e'r the transition phase)~ The importance of 

this reduplication within the transition phase will emerge 

later in this chapter~ 

Such was van Gennep~s main tllesis" Although this 

seems commonplace" because of toe SUbstantial amount of 

work done in the area of status passage t
lO at the time 

of van Gennep's writing these ideas were indeed original" 

In keeping with van Gennep's work r Everett C~ Hughes 

wrote some years ago, that: 



We need studies which will discover the 
course of passage from the laymen's 
estate to that of tbe professional, with 
attention to the crises and the dilemmas 
of roles which arisB*ll 
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Glaser and strauss, among others, heeded this call by pro

ducing a series of works~12 These works· served to expand 

van Gennepts thesis (as well as Hughes' concept of career)13 

by enumerating many properties that characterize status 

passages. 14 In addition to temporality, which includes 

such 'fnatters as schedule, reguHtrity, prescribed stepsft ~ 15 

a number of other properties are outlined. These include 

desirability, inevitability, reversibility, repeatability~ 

degree of control, legitimation, clarity of the signs of 

passage" and whether or not the personwbo goes· through; 

the passage does so alone f collectively, or in aggregate 

(in addition to doing so voluntarilY)o16 According to 

Glaser and strauss: 

Complex permutations '1f these inter
related properties give rise to the 17 
variable social events whi.ch occur.,.,,, 

Glaser and Strauss conclude their introduction with some 

rather simple advice: 

If we choose~.eto study status pas
sages and to analyze them, we might 
as well take a cloSE'l3 look at their 
several prQperties~l 
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The following represents exactly such an undertaking. I 

will focus f most ex-plicitl,Y, on the property of temporality,. 

as well as on tbe nropertj.es of shape and desirability,19 

as they concern student teachers~20 These three properties, 

especially the first" have been selected because of the 

frequency of the data that reveals these properties~ It 

is also asstuned that a depiction of these properties will 

reve~l the problematic nature of this status passage& 

Temporality - Overt Asnects 

As noted earlier (see footnote 15), temporal 

concerns regarding the passage are much emphasized in the 

literature.. Glaser and strauss note that:-

People are interested in t~e temporal 
expectations for the passage as well 
as who is to legitimate the expec
tations, and wbat differences in 
expectations will exist among parti
cipants in a passage. Also r what is 
the rateJ' pace,. or speed of the pas
sage, and how does i.t fluctuate in 
distance and distinction? Is the rate 
scheduled or nonscheduled? What are 
the staiT,8s of passave ... .,and are they 
prescribed sequence~? Who is basically 
in control of the coordination or 
articulation of temporal aspects of the 
passage, particularly the movement 
between transitional statuses?2l 

In one sense, death is not death until the death 

certificate legi.timates it as such.. In the same manner, 
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it is the Ministry "f Education that legitimates22 the. 

existence of teacber training and annunciates various 

9xpectations for the passage from student to teacherc This 

is~ in ritual fashion, culminated by the issuance of another 

kind of certificate - a teaching certificate (initially 

an fnterim certificate followed by permanent certification 

\ 23 2 years later J.. 'rhe "official line lt
, as it is contrived 

heret should not be under-estimated. This would appear to 

be sufficiently important to stUdent teachers judging by 

their level of interest as it was expressed during a two 

bour class on certification and contractse 24 

In addition to legitmating stUdent teachers' 

activiti-es, the Ministry is also responsible, in part~ 25 

for annunciating expectations for those occupying the sta-cus 

of student teacber¢ This is accomplished in several 

official documents including a College calendar~ This 

calendar describes the Itbasic programn26 as well as the 

"practicum lt
.. Under the beading practicuffi p several roles 

(and expectations) are delineated~ These includB the roles 

of staff advisor, assotiate teacher, and student teacher. 

Particularly interesting is the role of the student teacher 

during practice teaching~ 

The stUdent teacher has essentially the 
same professional obligations as the 
staff members of the associate scbools~.e 
Time of arrival and departure ... .,supervision 
$"Gmaterials.~.amount of teaching~~e 



This document goes on to state, in general terms: 

The basic criteria for evaluating the 
student teacher~s progress sbould be 
his display of professional attitude and 
his level of teaching competence in a 
classroom,,27 

Concluding this s~ction on practice teaahing, there are two 

. paragraphs on filling out a report form (regarding the 

evaluation of the practice teaching) as well as what to do 

with the completed forme 

The use of these ratber mundane data is to suggest 

that the legitimators have delineated quite clearly what it 

is that they expect before conferring legitimation 

(graduation and teaching certificates)c-

This f in its most restricted sense, is who legiti

mates and announces the expectations. In a less restricted 

sense though, it is the College masters and associate 

teachers who announce and legitimate certain expectations 

that are of greater concern for the stUdent teachers.. With 

regards to the in-College (ltinside lt )28 aspect of a student 

teacherts career this results in showing commitment to th& 

teaching profession as well as showing the right kind of 

attitude (e"g"f enthusiasm and a professional attitude)",29 
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Furthermore F these commitments foster impression management 

tacticse 30 On the other hand, during the practice teaching 

situation(s), the various commitments (derived from unspoken 
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expectations that define the situation) result in a 

sUbstantial amount of imitation e Student teachers will 

complain about various teaching techniques 9 such as flash 

cards, but they continue to employ them as long as the 

associate teacher does~ Opening exerci~escan be dup-

licated after observing an associate teacher for only one 

daYG Many 0ther routines are successfully duplicated 

after only brief observation by the student teacher .. 3l 

Imitation occurs in connection with what student teachers 

perceive that associate teachers consider indicative of 

teaching competence~ 32 In -lnany instances, teaching com-

petence is equated with class control~ To be sure, for all 

those concerned t discipline matters are of primary interest 

for student teachers~33 

As long as grades, received b0tb inside the College 

and during practice teaching, are deemed important by 

student teachers34 (in terms of getting jobs)r a sUbstantial 

amount of impression management will be evidentc 35 

The next set of questions posed by Glaser and 

strauss regarding temporal concerns deal with the rate of 

passage, whether or not the rate is scheduled, and the 

stages of the passage v As is C0l11illOll with most institu-

tionalized status passages, the rate of passage for student 

teacbers is quite scheduled and follows certain prescribed 

steps0 The scheduling of tbis passage takes place over 
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the course of eight months beginning in September and 

ending in April of the following year~ The prescribed 

steps are quite clearly delineated for the stu~cnt teach~ro 

These steps are set forth in the same official document 

quoted earlier ("Practice ~~eaching 1976-77") ~ All student 

teachers take part in teacher assistant days (one day per 

week) throughout the first semester~ The first semester 

also contains two nractice teaching situations where student 

teachers initially spend one week (November 1-,) followed 

by a two week period (November 22 - December 3)4 After 

returning from Cbristmas vacation, student teachers are 

required to spend the month of January student teaching 

(two weeks each at two schools)~ This same procedure is 

followed for the month of March with the remaining time 

spent at Teachers' COllege~36 

Of course, the above discussion does. in fact deal 

wi t h t he largely overt aspect s of t he pas sage t hrongh time 0. 

To be sure, the rate of passage is scheduled for the 

student teachers by institutionally prescribed sequences. 

On the other band r though, the stages of passage which are 

subjective37 do not automatically follow tbe same sequencing 

as the instituionally precribed, overt, stages. 
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Transitional Statuses - Subjective Features 

Drawing from Dreviously written material, Glaser 

and strauss claim t bat 1'1 tis important., .. ., to see a status 

passage tem-porally rather than statically. The passage is 
38( in constant movement over time, not just "inn a status~" . 

Earlier. strauss had remarked that: 

a ter.1poral dimension is implicit in all 
kinds of status. No one is assigned, 
nor may be assums, a position or status 
forever.. AlwBysfthere is a clause~ 
whether hidden or openly acknowledged t 

whereby a man may be disposssessed or39 may dis~ossess himself of the status e 

. It will be remembered from the introduction to this chapter 

that van Gennep also plac-ed a great importance on the 

transitional phase of status passage" Various authors f 

including Iannaccone and Edd~"" 40 have characterized student 

teaching as largely a transitional stage in becoming a 

teacher. A limiting factor in both of these analyses is 

that only the student teaching aspect, that is, the pre

service practice teaching situations f
41 is dealt with~ 

There is more to becoming a teacher r that iS f incorporating 

the teacher role, than just the practice teaching phase .. 

My point is that just as Becker42 came to vi8w tbe process 

of becoming a marihuana user as a set of transitional 

statuses rather tban a single transition as was originally 



thought, the process of becoming a teacher involves a set 

of transitional·statusesq. 

Van Gennep has called our attention to the fact 

that when a rite of transition is sufficiently elaborate 
A3 e S$ 

it seems to constitute an l..ndependent statec . Further-

more, it is characterized by the reduplication of the 

three phases within the transition phase~44 Although the 
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"whole" -orofessional socialization process can be construed 

as a transition45 there occurs within it another set of 

transitions which are characterized by certain covert 

concerns" 

Initially, there is the separation from university 

student hood at the time of enrollment at Teachers fi Collegse 

In many cases, this separati0n is more than symbolic, 

given the fact that these student teachers attended other 

universities not affiliated with Teachers' College~ The 

symbolic aspect~ in addition to the physical separation r 

places them in a transition period between the former world 

they inhabited and the new one they are attempting to be 

incorporated into~ Yet, within this ritualized nrocess 

they will occupy various other transitional statuses~ The 

transitional statuses they will occuPy depends on the 

d · t' th' . 46 _}!BC l..o~ Blr passages moves ln~ 



Various authors have nosited the notion that there 

is an incomplete separation from stuClenthoodc 47 Lortie48 

has suggested that the apprenticeship (by obs' ~vation) in 

teaching, that potential teachers serve for fifteen years 
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or so, while oc'cupying the status of student is not affected 

by teacher training. Although there is training for 

separation from the student role r it is largely incomplete49 

by virtue of the fact that conceptions of what good teaching 

is and what good teachers are remain largely unchanged by 

teacher training. 50 The power and nersistence of previously 

learned behaviors is clearly set out by Kroeber: 

oc~perhaps a larger fraction of the cultural 
tradition is acquired by each individual at 
his own initiative~ He is left to "pick it 
Upli~ to grow into it. In this class are his 
spee~h, bodily postures and gestures~ mental 
and social attitudes f whicb be imitates from 
his elders or from~~~a thousand and one 
activit:i.eseoowbich a child Itlearns", often 
without any formal instruction f because he 
has seen others do tbese things and wants to 
do them too~51 . 

This cultural molding can be conceived of on a smaller 

scale, say, for instance, the activities within a classroom~ 

This molding is indeed uowerful and persistent for the 

incoming stUdent teacher~ 

When one looks at Freire's "banking model of 

education52 it becomes evident that students have become 

imbued with the belief tbat teacbers are "experts" who 



represent the bank of true knowledge. As students, it is 

their job to make withdrawls, thus leading to the maxim 

that flteacbers teach and students l"·:cn., ,,53 :ifteen or 

sixteen years of building up this belief is extremely haTd 

to counter by eight montr:s of teacher trai ning. One must 
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conclude that there is incom-plete separation from the student 

role in the case of student teacbers~54 

Organizational featUres of Teachers' College do not 

t'lncourage permanent separation from the student role.. While 

training to assume the role of teacher, student teachers 

lIaccomplish" this while in the role of student (at least 

n2.rt of the time)c 55 Given the conce<Jtiol1 of "teachers 

teacb and students learnu
f one is led to believe these two 

roles are antithetical to one anotherq At the very least, 

this process of learning to play the role of teacher while 

occupying tbe antithesis of that role, is very complex, 

demanding and certainly stressful r And to further confuse 

the situation, the organizational structure requires that 

student teacbers practice teacbing intermittantly througbo1it 

the year.. While "playing at" the role of teacber56 they 

arE' certainly closer to the role of teacher than that of 

student by virtue of the res~onsjbilities and respect tbey 

are given by both associate teachers and client - pupils~ 

Within a short ti~e however, this is followed by a return 

to the College and, by inference, a resumption of tbe status 
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of student~57 This Drocess is repeated a number of times 

until su.ch time as grHc1uation occurs and the student teacher 

.. 33umes the status of "real" teacher and begins the incor-

pOTation phase~ 

As indicated previously, although the process of 

being a student teacher is conceptualized as transitional 

in nature, in actuality it consists of several transitional 

statusese 58 In addition to the reference to the movement 

from student status (in Teachers~ College) to the status 

vf "almost-teacher" (student teacher during practice 

teaching) there exist other stages of the passage, which are 

inextricabl,Y linked to the above mentioned statuses, 59 

lb 't b' t' 1 60 a el eu Jec lve V. 

These stages of the passage are centered around 

61 various concerns of the student teacher~ 

Different researchers consider the first stage a 

survival stage~2 My own data reveals this quite clearly 

i.n any number of ways~63 Recently separated from the. status 

of uni versi t;{ student F but st ill under t he influence of 

student hood, stUdent teachers are concerned about tbemselves~ 

Having been brought up in a competitive environment and 

progressed throuRh one of societyt s most competitive 

institutions, incoming student teachers are more than likely 

to be concerned wit h t hcdr OWll perGonal success ~ :Juceess f 

throughout tbeir·educational career, has been measured by 

some form of evaluation.. 'rberefore, while both inside 



the College and in th~ field during practice teaching 

situations t student teachers are concerned about their 

3'.,pervisor f s opinions. Iluring the practice tpacbing 

situation t particularl~~ student teachers are concerned 

64 with class control. When good teaching comes to be 
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viewed in terms of cl~ss managemsll"t65 , this becomes a con-

cern for the student teacher if he or she wants a good 

evaluation from the associate teacher. Because- of this 

situation, thenS' onees adequacy and survival are defined in 

terms of discipline and class management.,66 

It is at this stage that concerns about content 

mastery also appear" This is revealed. in the constant com-

plaint? and demand for r more content-oriented courses. In 

the v:ords of the stUdent teachers: "more Yhow~~to-do-it' 

courses~lf Feelings of inadequacy are typically felt by 

stUdent teachers over' this issue~ Fuller and Brown67 write 

that "novices may be expected to practice new techniques in 

their classrooms~~~before they are comfortable with more 

f "I" t - 68 - 8.m~ 1ar rou lnes.- e • • Clearly, this is a case where, as 

Hughes writes: 

In the process of change from one role to 
another f there are occasions when other 
peo~le expect one to play the new role 
before one feels com1)letely identified 
with it, or competent to carry it out; 
there are others in which one over-identi
fies oneself with the role~ but is not 
accepted in it by others.6~ These and 
other possible positions between roles 
make of an individual wn8.t is c811ed R mar
ginal man; either he or')ther people or 



both do not quite know to what role (iden
titYJ reference group) to refer him~70 
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Although the empirical findings about the efficiency 

of teaeber education are mixed71 the concerns of neoTlhytes, 

as described above, are verified by the literature.. We 

do know tbat student teachers beeome more impersonal, 

more negative p rigid and authoritariaue 72 There is a change 

from a more humanistic approach toone of custodial, 

stressing bureaucratic' order and contro173 which in all 

likelihood, represents a shift toward the prevailing ethos 

of the occupation found in public scbool e
74 We also know 

that during the first contact with actual teaching~ student 

t t U h d· 11 75 lV[ d tIt b -eaC(lers concerns c ange 1"a lea y., 'ly a a revea s ,e 

same process as described in the literature enabling, us to 

describe this first stage as a survival-centered stage 

which revolves around discipline concerns and teaching 

competency concerns e 

Somewhat overlapping with this area of concerns, 

tbere apnears the second stage p a mastery stage, when student 

teachers arB trying to perform well,,7 6 As with the previous 

stage, this stage can also be invoked during the in-service 

period of the bejnning teacher77 and is in no way limited 

to the subjective experiences of the pre-service student 

teachere For stUdent teachers, this stage is usually 
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invoked by the practice teaching situation after they 

realize they can survivee To put itinto.tbeir·words:· "tbey 

: :,upils) didn't eat me up like I (student t€,'3C her) thought "" 

Although survival concerns, particularly discipline concerns, 

remain problematic there is less emphasis on them, ther~by 
. 78 

opening the door for concerns about mastery .. 

These are concerns about "too many students","lack 

of materials", time pressures involved in prenaring 

lessonsf,ete" These are all matters that iIDDinge UDon 

their learning to teach well G But as Loosemore and Carlton79 

point outr these are still concerns about their ovvn perfor-

manee rather than concerns about their pupilsf learning. 

This is expressed in many ways, but the general idea is 

that IIi£' you know your material, prepare well and perform 

it well, you have been successful"., This of course, relates 

to the idea that nthe teacher teaches, the stUdent learns ll .. 

The consensus can be expressed in terms of if you perform 

well, you have taught sometbing and therefore, the stUdents 

have learned something~ 

Ona will notice that these two stages are very 

closely linked in the sense that both stages are teacher-

centered. During part of the first stage content mastery 

concerns apnear with an emphasis on "uow-to-do-ittl courses 

which evolves into, during the second stage, concerns about 

teaching mastery* 
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The third stage iS f by and large, speculation 

because my data does not reveal such instances of this 

stageG This is not to infer tbat data will not, in the 

future f reveal such concerns. In 'fact, based on the 

literature, one can assume that this stage is in fact 

evoked by tbe in=service teaching situation in contrast to 

the first two stages~ In the third stage~ the teacher may 

settle into stable teaching routines and become resistant 

80 to change .2.r may becoma consequences-oriented f that is, 

conc-arnad about the impact he/she is having on the pupils~ 81 

If the latter path is cllosen th\.~se are concerns about the 

social and emotiOnal needs of the children, the inappro-

priateness of curricull~ material for various students, 

etco 82 These are concerns about how and why various stUdents 

do or do not learn the material nresented.. The notion of -- ' 

"teachers teach and stUdents learn" has been amended with 

Hsometimes"., In contrast to the first two clusters of 

concerns these are no longer teacher-centered F but rather 

are child-centered e 

A note on the natural history of this' studYf with 

reference to this stags, is in 0rder. The reason this stage 

is even inclUded in this cbapter is because I thought my 

d:-da ill reveal these concerns.. Initially, what I thought 

was genuine concern over punilsP socio-economic backgrounds p 

families, external situations, etc~ tUrned out to be 
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external rationalizations on the nart of associate teachers 

in particularo T.vnically, this took the form of "what 

,:;811 we do? ~ •• look at their home li.fe, " Keeping in mind 

that student teachers he.vB a tendency to imitate associate 

teachersv behHviors~3 there were similar vocalizations on 

this subject by student teachers.. One may argue any 

number of points of view as to why this is SO for student 

teacherso I would contend tbat very few in-service teachers 

exhibit these third stage concerns, end therefore, it is 

unreasonable to expect stUdent teachers to do otherwis8& 

In additi.on, largely because stUdent teacbers are flooded 

by feelings of inadequacy and other situational conflicts 

and demands, there is little time for student teachers to 

consider these concerns about the utotal child". Given 

sufficient time to ameliorate the clUster of concerns in 

the first two stages it is possible that these student 

teachers, soon to become "real teachers" (if they get a job), 

will consider these cbild-centered conc€trns~ 

.Sumplary 

The analysi.s in this chapter detailed the. largely: 

ov'~rtLobjl?ctivel.y percei\red aSl2.£cts of tbe status passage 

~hiqh are scbeduled and s0quenced~ This involved t~e official 



aspects of the status passage that are legitmated by the 

officialdom of Teachers u College and the Ministry of 

'~ducat i on Co 
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It was suggested that while this would lead us to 

conceptualize the passage as transitional~ which it iS f it 

is a mistake to think of the passage as a single transition .. 

Rather 1 this professional socialization process must be 

construed aS f in addition to a transition v a set of 

i£au§itional statuses which are characterized by certain 

~rtg subjectively nerce~ved concerns.!., 

Initiallyp it was noted that incomplete seyaration 

~rom studenthood confused the situation for student teacherg~ 

After having spent years accepting the notion of "teacbers 

teach and students learn"~ student teachers are asked to be 

teachers (intermittantly) while doing this'in the role of 

stUdent (which they consider to be antithetical to the role 

of teacher)~ Organizational features compound this confusion 

by moving stUdent teachers from the status of student to 

the status of lIalmost-teacher" and back aga:in. This move

ment from one role (student) to another ("almost-teacher") 

is instrumental in the aplJearance of the first two clus ters 

of concerns~ 

These two sLatuses (student and "almost-teacher") 

are inextricably linked to tbe first two areas of concerns" 
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The first cluster of concerns, survival concerns t seems to 

be invokE!d by the status of student. The second area of 

2,.0ncerns t the mastery stage, seems to be invoked by the 

status of i'almost-teacher",. that is, tbe student teacher 

in the practice of teacbing~84 The third stage, it was 

explained, is invoked during the in=service teachin¥, year(s), 

is characterized by more child-centered concerns than tbe 

first tV?O stages and is .sonseque.~€'s=oriented" 

This!, tben f is the status passage that neophytes 

are nrocessed through (as well as process themselves through)t 

in becoming teacherso This transitional neriod thought is 

not completed at year's end& It continues, and repeats 

itselfr through the the beginning teaching year(s) until 

such time as the incorporation phase beginse In actuality 

these two phases f transition and incor~}oration, will over-

lap inasmuch as they both take place during the. 1ntial 

year(s),of teaching. 

Having described this status passage from the eyes 

of those undergoing'itt that is, the stUdent teachers, the 

next cbapter represents the "outsiders f
" view on the basis 

of "insiders fll knowledge in the hone that an overvrlew of 

teachine can be nresented~ 
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who prefers to use "the term passageways" rather tban 
"rites of passage largely on-the basis that (his) term 
suggests a longer time in passage, and a more gradual 
and -perhaps, more ambigtlous achievement of identification 
with the occupation than is implied by the notion of rites 
of passage"~ Also drawing on Gluckmanvs ilLes Rites of 
Passage"f in Gluckman, ed., Essa. s on the Ritual of Soci.al 
B,elati<?!l§. (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 19 2 
point that tribal societies have a greater elaboration of 
ritual than modern societies, Will ower (ibid., p~ 109) 
concludes that "it (passagew8·Ys) signifies t5.e passage 
of a slower and less certain socialization than the more 
categorical transformation celebrated by ritual".. One 
can conclude from this overly wordy footnote that there 
is a continui.ty between all terms under this heading of 
status passage. 

lIe Hughes, !\1.en and Their \¥ork, pp .. 119-120 .. 

12. See footnote 3 (this chapter). 

13.. Hughes, Men and 'rheir \/ifork, pp. 8-9, 62-67 e 
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14$ Many of these "neglected properties" which were first 
reDorted in strauss (tlSome Neglected Properties of status' 
Passagell~ in Becker et al&f eds~, Institutions and the 
Person (Chicago: Aldine, 1968), pp$ 265-271), are simpl,V 
proper"ties which van Gennep left implicit~ For example, 
van Gennep refers to rites of passage for groups (ppo 
26-40) as well as for the individuals (ibid~) Glaser and 
strauss (status Passa~, pp~ 116-141) do the same while 
expanding and delineating the differences~ Glaser and 
strauss (ibid"f Dpe 14-32) allow that pas~ages may be 
reversible and/or repeatable to some degree while van 
Gennep (ibido t passim) talks about rites of separation 
reffe:r'ing

r 

to' preliminary separation (thus inferring 
reversal to original status before proceeding to perm= 
anent separation)e Van Gennep (ibid~f ppo 11=12) refers 
to multiple passages as do Glaser and Strauss (ibid." 
ppc 142-156)~ One last example f clarity of the signs of 
passage (see van Gennep, ibid~, p .. 11 and Glaser and 
Strauss, ~bid@f ppe 57-88). One could also argue,as did 
Dr •. T\T8,rshall in an earlier draft of this chapter, that 
there is little in Glaser and strauss (ibid.) that adds 
to Hughes f (ibidef pu" 62-67) concept of career. Again, 
see Marshall (i bIdJ ~ -

150 Glaser and Strauss J S~§....:tus Pas saE.,e, 1 p ~ 12", i1.ccording to 
Glaser and Strauss, most sociologists, whether affected 
by anthropological research or not, "have tended to 
assume in tb.eir analyses that status 1lassages are fairly 
regularized f scheduled, and prescribed" (ibido.~' p .. 3) .. 
Althougb I too am guilty )f this, it is half my case" 
While discussing overt fea.tures in terms of being scheduled f 

etc. the remainder of my dnalysis deals with covert 
features (subjectively perceived) that are not necessarily 
scheduled, etc. -

16. Glaser and strauss, PPo 4-5q 

17c Ibid~1 po 9" 

18~ Ibid~f p~ 10~ 

19& Glaser and strcl.liSS (:i bid~ 9 p .. 12) include in the property 
of temporality, such matters as schedule, regularity, 
prescri.bed steps, speed, and pace. Shape concerns the 
issue of control over the passage as well as periods and 
plateaus of tbe passage. Desir~bility deals with centrality 
of the passage to the actors, actual desirability of the 
passage and its voluntary or involuntary character. 
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200 It should be noted here that I have vvritten this from 
the viewnoint of student teachers and not administrators 
or sociai scientists~ With regards to Becker's question 
("Who's Side Are We OYl?", Social Problems, 14 (1966-7), 
"PP" 239-247), it should be eviden~ thatthis account is 
written from the perspective of student teacberse Davis, 
("Professional Socialization fiS Subjective.Ex"gerience: 
The Process of Doctrinal Conversion Among Student Nurses", 
in Becker et al~, eds&, Institutions and the Person, p~ 27) 
writes that we must "write mainly from the vantage point 
of those undergoing tbis kind of status passage rather 
than in the language of such familiar, phenomenologically 
exterior sociologicall constructs ll 

.. 

210 Glaser and Str~usst Status Passage, pe 33. 

22.. I use legitimate in the same vein as Glaser and Strauss 
(kbicl .. t pc> 135) who refer to legitimation, albeit, 
indirectly, when they discuss legitimators in terms of 
those VdlO "legitimatel.y determine temnoral expectations .... 0 

and (have) discretionary power to withhold or announce 
them to others with some-degree of clarity and of public 
noticeabili ty .. " 

230 This can be considered an objective feature of the status 
passage in tbe career of the beginning teacher~ See 
Hughes (ibidc, p .. 63) with regard to what a career consists 
of, bot~ objectively and subjectively~ 

24. See the previous chapter, sub-section entitled IIGetting 
The Piece of Paner as motive9" Working within a means 
to an end framework, stUdent teachers are highly interested 
in tbe piece of paper that symbolizes the "end".. This is 
consistent with the interest shown in the tonic of 
certification. . 

25.. Of course, at the official level, the Teachers' College 
administration is also responsible for defining student 
teachers' expectations and activities. But it must be 
n0ted that unlike mlXit other 'reachers' Colleges, this 
institution is directly under· the ausnices of the Ministry~ 

26.. Under the heading "basic program", there apneared variQus 
sub-sections which included: introclu.ction and orientation; 
the core program (furtber divided up into: curriculum 
strategies, the field centre, curriculum development, 
creating the classroom community, and teacher assistant 
days); tbe second semester academic program (curriculum 
options and foundation options). 



?7. Dotb of these quotes are from page 6 of the College 
calendar mentioned earlier~ This document, c.long with 
many others, are treated as data in my field notes. 
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280 See tbe previous cba-pter r liThe Attitude of Theory versus 
Practicellc 

29. See 'cbe previ OUB cbapter t "Getting the Piec-e of Paper as 
I;Tot i ve It • 

30. See Erving Goffill8.n J Ti1e J'resentation of Self in Ever:Tc1a: 
Ili£" (rrerV' York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1959 e 

31. At times, the participant observation techniques and 
abilities of student teacbers rival those of the best 
qualitative methodologist. It is quite possible that 
these abilities could be explicitly used by teacber 
training institutions, and student teacbers to improve 
teaching. See the following: J. Martin, Classroom 
Process-Analysis: A Training Manual for Student T~achers 
TBurnabYf B.Cc:' - Srmon v'rase'r UniversitYf. 1915); RoL" 
Obel" et al~f 22stematic Observation of Tp'chin,cr: An 
Interaction Analysis - Instructional strateg~ Approach 
"(Englewood CiLffsf' N ~J .: Prentice i-lall f 1971 e 'rne ideas 
presented above will be introduced into a tutorial 
grouD by the author in the Fall of 1977, in the hopes of 
training in-service teachers to become participant 
observers cum researchers~ 

32. For a strikingly similar account see Loosemore and 
Carlton, "The Student-Teacher: A Dramaturgical Approach 
to Role-Learning", in Carlton, Colley, r.'IacKinnon~ eds~J 
Educat~on, Change and Soci et,Y: 8- Socio.I.OP:Y· or. Canadian 
Educ2~~lon ('lloronto: Gage Educational Publlsblng Co"' 1977) .. 

33e Additi01181 commentar,Y on tbis area can be found in many 
sources. See Hoy, "Organizational Soci.alization: The 
Student 'reacher and J'upil Control Ideology", Journal of 
Educational Researcb, 61 (December 1961); pp~-153-i55;' 
Willo'vier, 'rue SchOOl and Puuj I Control Ideolop:, (Univprsi ty 
Park: Penns,ylvanJa St'ute Sl,uclles r:Ionograp t no~ 24 r 1967); 
Fuller and BOvvn, "Becoming a Teacher lt 

f in Kevin Ryan, ed. f 

Teacher Education (Chicago: The National Society for the 
'3-tUdy o'f Educati"0'n, 1915); Iannaccone, "Student Teaching: 
A Transi tional Stage in the I.faking of a Teacher," 
!.!1eory into }>ractic8, 2 (April 1963), pp~ 73-81. Briefl:! 
thoug~, the following comment from my field n0tes made by 
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a College l\'laster (to a lecture group) sums up tbe 
prevailing sentiment: 1I ~ •.• by your own admission, this 
(discipli~8) is an all-consuming interest for potential 
teacbers&" 

There is no reason to believe tbat after 15 or 16 years 
of formal schooling, where success was (is) measured by 
grades, they would be willing to accept an alternative 
perspective concerning gradese See Howard S. Becker 
et a1.., Making the Grade: The Academic Side of Colle~e 
Life (New-York:' Jo~m Wiley and Sons, 1968) with regards 
to the importance placed. on grades by the college stUdents .. 

See especially, Loosemore and C8.rl ton (jJ?i,d" f p. 424) on 
this point.. They make the point" using Goffman f s (ibid." 
pp .. 30-35) terms "dramatic realization" and "idealization", 
t;hat stUdent teachers Itmust highlight his performance with 
dramatic overtones f md -olay the visible aspects to the 
hilt .. " 

'r\:lis format for the second semester varies according to 
the area council the,)f were placed in.. January and March 
are tbe primary-junior prac~ice teaching blocks, whereas 
February and April are for the junior-intermediates~ The 
other two months are spent in the college taking option 
c I)urses, 

Se e :08."i s J' "Professi I)nal Soci.aliza.tion as Sub;j ect i ve 
Experience". 

38 < Glc'ser and Strauss r po 47. 

39. Anselm strauss f, Flirr~rs aElLEask~f pO' 124. 

40. Iannaccone, }:..bid.g f and. Eddy, ibid .. 

41. On the other hand., my research hBS fopused. primarily on 
that a~Tp(?ct I)f the socialization exnerience tbat occurs 
within the Col10~e setting. 

42. Howard S~ Becker, "Becominc a r~arihuan9 TTser"r in Ontsiders 
(new Y0rk: 'l'be li'ree Press, 1:.363), PTl~ -11-~:d. 

43. Ib~r pn. 1.91-192 .. 

45#> In.nnncC'l)ne, 1 bi d" 
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46. According to the Glaser and Strauss scbema of properties, 
the following discussion deals with tbe nroperties of 
shape ("combining its direction and temporaiit.y" ('0 .. 57) 
and reversibility (pp~ 14-32)~) 

47~ 

50" 

51 .. 

52 .. 

53 .. 

55. 

The u.s€' of the term studenthoocl follows the same line of 
reasoning as put forth by Levinson, "r,r:edi cal Education 
and the Theor,Y of Adult Socialization", Journal of Health 
and Social Behavior, 8 (4), 1967. pp~ 253-265e Levinson 
wri tes t"bat Hthe suffix f hood f f V~ough awkward, serves 
the useful fLmction of denotin;:; a condi ti on or state of 

living.. Otber important human conditions are identified 
by the \'Vords 'patienthood', tparenthoodf ... ~11 (Pg 260)., 

Dan Ce IJo:rtie 9 "Teacher Socialization: The Robinson 
Crusoe fEodal" f in The Real '{[arId of the Beginning Teacher, 
Report of tbe Nineteenth National

A 

Teacher Education and 
Professional Standards Conference (Washington, D~C,,: 
National Education A3sociation, 1966)J pP. 54-66; 
"0bserv2-tiollS on Teac hing as \'lork" J in R. M.l,'l.. Travers ted. , 
Sect)nd HandE.9.ok of Re:3earch on Teaching (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1975J. 

Lortie, Schoolteacber. 

~,\lfred Kroeber, :~nj;hropolop'1L (New York: Harcourt f Brace 
and COer 1948), pc 2830 

Paulo Freire, ~a.~ogy', ,o( the O:y1Dressed, (New York: Seabur,Y 
Press f. 1970) 0 

See KarD and Yoels, "The Collep;e Classroom: Some 
Observations 0n the meanings of Student Participation", 
Soci(~Jop:y_ ~1.:~ ~~<?.c.L:q_ Rosear.c.b" 60 (4), 1976, pp~ 421-439~ 

Cf .. van Gennppis (i.~ .. ) distinction between preliminary 
and permanent separatJ.on .. 

f3ee the prc~vious chapter that depj cts the ver,Y real 
presence of tbo student roler so~etimes that of the seventh 
gradE' stud ent ~ 

56 <. Loosemore and Garl ton, nrr he Stu.dent-Teac her", pp~ 418-420 .. 
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57~ This is the reversibility aspect mentioned in footnote 46. 

580 Herein lies the conll(~ction bet'Neen van Gennepo s statement 
regard.ing reduplicati''Jn within the transition nhase. A 
movement from one transitional status to another im1)lies 
separation from the first status, a liminal state, and 
finallYt incorporation of the second status. 

59" 'llhe assumption bere, of cour-se t is tbat the various 
subjectively perceived. stages also represent various 
statuses to be occupied~ 

61. These various areas of C0nCerTIS have been partially 
derived from my own data as well as from the existing 
literature" Inasmucb as tbe tbird area of concerns are 
to be found during in-ser~ice teaching and my data does 
not extend to this '92riod. the third stage has been con
ceptualized from the literature~ A follow up study of 
these student teacbers, when and if, they e0t a job,is 
needed to verify this third stage~ 

62" See J.iluller r "Concerns of Teachers: A Developmental 
C0l1C81Jtualization" J ~\.mel-:1:2E· Educational Researcb Jour~ 
6 (r,Jarch 1969), pl)~ 207-226; Lortie f '''reacher Socialization"; 
Fuller at ale, Concerns of Teachers: Research and 
Reconce-ptualization (Austint:'-'llexas: ResE.'arch and 
DWeio=Y;'rI1'8nt Gente"i'-for Teacher Education, 1973)" 

63~ After the first practice teaching block~ J asked these 
stUdent teachers to share their experiences* Several main 
themes enme up several times, which can be interpreted in 
terms of survival. hian,y were surprised that "the pupils 
we,ren't as bad D.S I t hour~ht", or "I was surnri sed the,)' 
didnft eat me un".. Many mentioned tbat they "didn't have 
any problpms (discinline problems)." Another revealinp: 
remark was their preference for the "little kids" because 
they were easi0r to handle" As is evident by this data, 
the key to survival is ggod discipline~ This will later 
develon into competency in teaching equals good class 
cOl1trol~ 

640 Because of the primacy assirmed to the practice teacbing 
situations, there is considerable carry-over to tho 
"inside" col18;;>:I:' ssnect. 'rherefore, they are concerned 
with class control during all asnects I)f the traininge 
See Chapter III~ 



65. HOYf "Organizational Socialization"; LOl)seml)rl" and 
Carlton, liThe Student-Teacher"" 
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SSe On the other hand t they are faced with the more child
centered, liber?l orientation I)f the college masters, 
which may be, and usually is, at odds with the practices 
of assoicate teachers. The student teacher gets mixed 
signals and exnectations about goals and means from 
the different trainers. In fact, the same behavil)r may 
be punished and rewarded dependi.ng on the student 
teacber's temn~ral and spatial location. All this adds 
fuel to the fire t cl)ncerning their concerns about adequacy 
and survival~ 

67 G Fuller and Bovm~ "Becoming a Teacher" f p. 38" 

68e With reference to the present research this can be 
illustre.ted quite easily by drawing on an example in
volving discipline concerns (a part of the first stage 
I)f concerns).' Neopbytes have been asked to use ,;'!hat
has been euphemistica.lly termed .. Htiger "personality" 
with regards to discinline~ According to one college 
masterf-the key todiscinline is cl)nt~ast~ Tberefo~er 
one sbould be fairly low-keyed until such time as it is 
neCeSD'3.ry to ,let 1,)08e wi th a "roar ll ~ Although this is 
conceivably an effective method, it is nonetheless bard 
for student teachers in a nractice teachin~ situation 
that is defined as problematic by tbemselves, to remain 
lov/-keyed ~ '~lhey are not yet comfortable enough VIi tb. 
more familiar T0utines as Fuller and Bown sugiest~ 

6ge A nrime example of this in tbe present case, is tbe over
zealous student teacber who assumes "too much" f' partic~
ularly in the area of discipliner only to be tbwarted 
with tbE' Tlroverbial "You're not even a 'real teacber' .. " 
This, in turn~ feeds back into concerns of survival 
and adequacy, tbus stressing an already apnrehensive 
,Ji tuati on~ 

70 .. E.C# J:ILwhes,. "The Making of a Physician", in Tbe 30c1.0-
J..:~ical Eye.: ~)elected 'Po.perf1 f vol. 2 (C hi C8€':0: Aldine·
AtLerton, 1971), p~ 408. 

71. Robert Peck and James Tucter, "R0.f1parch on Teacher 
Education", R.f;'T.'N .. rrr[lvers, ed., Cjpcond Ilandbook I)f 
H.esearcb on Teachin£.r :')'!1# 940-9Tl< 
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72. 3~J3. Kohn ;.:nd Joel Weiss, "The Teaching of Affective 
Responses ll

, in R~fv1 .. \:·!~ Travers, (ibid~), prO' 759..:..804; 
Harry P .. Day. "Attitud(' CnanEes of Bec0ming Teachers 
After Initial Teaching Experience ll

, Jourr..al of Teacher 
Education, 10 (September 1959), pp. 326-328; Wilbur 
'H. Dttt'ton, tlA tti tude Change of Elementar,Y School ~3tudent 
Teachers end Anxiety". Journal of Educational Research f 

55 (may 1962), 1J~ 380-3B2; Elmer B. Jacobs, HAtt-itude 
Change in Teacher Education: An Inquiry into the Role 
of Attitudes in Changinp. Bebs.vior ll f JI)urnal of 'reacher 
Education, 19 (Winte~ 1~68), pp. 410-415; M.N. Gewin~er, 
"i"iA' ;:3tuG,Y of the Results of the Interaction of Student 
Teachers with Their Su-pervisin,g 'reachers During the 
Student Teaching Period" (Ph.D: disse~t~tion, Mis~is~tp~i 
state Universi t;)I"f 196.3); J .,fI... Harrison, "An Analysis of 
Attitude Modifications of Prospective Teacbers Toward 
EdUcation Before and After a Sequence of Teacher Prepa-
3.. ... ation Experiences" (Ph •. De di ssertat ion, Uni versi ty of 
Oklahoma,1967)Q 

73¢ HOYr- "Organizational Socialization". 

74e Lortie, Schoolteachera 

75. Ianne,ccone f. "Studt?nt 'J!eachingll., 

76t Fuller and Bown, "Becoming a Teacher. It 

77~ Eddy, Becoming a Teacher, and Lortie f Scboolteacher. 
This r 'Of course, is still part I)f the transi tion phase 
inasmuch as the incorporation phase, in tb8 teaching 
profession particularly, dOGS not take 'Place until such 
time as sufficient experience, time, etce has accumulated 
during the in-service years·esee particularly, Eddy~ 1969 
and Lortie, 1975)~ Tbe theoretical insight here has been 
su~gested earlier. Because of transition, the pbase is 
elaborate and lengthy, and seemingly constituting an 
independent state, tbere occurs a redunljcation of rites 
within the nhase as suggested by van Gennep_ 

78. In general f tbis was observed to occur during and/or after 
the ot?cond practice teacbing block. 

79~ I.oosemore and Carlton, liThe Student-'lleacber" ~ 

80. See Lortie's (Schoolteacher, passim) discussil)n of t~e 
ethos of tbe occunntion that favours stability rather 
than change. 



81~ John Gabriel, An Analysl s of the Emotional ])roblems of 
the '['eacber in~CTassroom (London: Angus and 
Robertson, 1957). 
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82. One of the greatest sourbes of data that this conceptual 
stage is based on comes from my "students" in tbE'! 
Sociology of Education Cl.ass. To these "students" J Yvho 
are in-service teachers, I am eternally grateful. 

83e Loosemore and Carlton, "The Student-Teacher". 

84e As Dr. Marshall Dointed out, tbe first two stages are in 
thE'! Dedieal socialization 1itel~tureJ represented by 
£OY8 Tn Wbi te and ~he Student Physi e1 an, Hobert J-,:erton 
et al.., (edsa), (Ca.mbridge, Mass: Harvard University 
Press, 1957)" 



CHAPTER V 

~EENACTING YESTERDAY TODAY FOR USE ~O~ORROW 

This chapter is concerned v,:ith an overview of tbe 

teacher socialization process based on the analysis in the 

pl"ovio'J.s chapters., 1 Contained wi.thin this chal1ter is the 

1 . c onc~ nSl.on, SUf:gestions f·')1" further research, and recommen-

dations for the future. 

It has been sug:gested many times befo1"e f that teacher 

education is of dubious qlJ.ality and effect. 2 An additional 

way of conveying thi S n:(!ssage is suggested by the symbolic 

interactionism perspective~ This is accomplished by a 

co~parjson of medical education with teacber education on 

the basis of four main pointse The conclusion arrived at 

is then exnmined in terms of continuity versus discontinuity~ 

This r in turn, sheds some light on preferable aspects in 

teacber education in the future. 

Seeing The World In Reverse 
----.~-.---------.~--------~.--~~ 

Another way to add to the growing body of critical 

1 i tern. tUY'e on teac her e(luent ion is sugGested b,,{ t hl"' sY!:lbolic 

interactionism nersnective. The work of Everett c. Hugh~8r 

in particular p is instrumental in tbis ta8k~ Although 

100 
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referring specifically to medical education, the parallels 

to teacher educati0n are obvious .. 

Part of the medical culture of the 
lay world is some set of conceptions 
about the proper role of the 
physician and a set of beliefs about 
the extent to which he lives up to 
the role so conceived f and the extent 
to which, and the ways in which he 
falls short. Initiation into a new 
role is as much a part of medical 
training as is tbe learning of 
techniques; indeed, part of it is to 
learn the techniques of playing the 
role well. A role is always a part 
in some system of interaction of 
human beings ; it is always played 
opposite other roles. T6 play one 
is not to play another. One might 
say that the learning of the 
medical role consists of a separation, 
almost an alienation, of the student 
from tbe lay medical world; a passing 
t~rough the mirror so that one looks 
out on the world from behind it~ and 
sees things as in mirror writing~ 
In all of the more esoteric occu
pations we h~ve studied r w~ find the 3 
sense of see1ng the world 1n reverse~ 

From this point of view of teacber education, there 

are four main points in the above passage which need to be 

considered. 

We know that neophytes enter the teaching world 

for various reasons~ Teachers enter teaching because of a 

desire for upward social mobility, 4 or because of a lack 

interest in any other field., or possibly because of the 

influence of previous teacherB~ Others entered because 



they had a hard to market subject area or simply because 

education is valued by our society.5 We also know that 

males and females enter teaching for sligbtly different· 

reasons (which are related to their different career 
6 l;attern:3) c But whate'Ter motiv8.t ions people have for 

entering teaching, there is at least one area that they 

bave in common with each other. Everyone has some set 

of conceptions about the proper role of tbe teacher as 

Hughes has suggested., 

Considering that by the time the neophyte enters 

Teachers' Collego f he/she has been in direct contact with 

teachers fl)r approximat€,ly 17,000 bours" models of good 

ta:9.chi.ng and good teachers are bound to have been inter

. nalized (by osmosis at the ver.v least) q. Lortie, among 

others, haf.-:l suggested that the early models that are 

internaliz'}d (along with the resultant c0nceptions) 

during this nl'ocess of a~}Jrenticeship-in-teachi.ng.-by-

observation are latpr brought tb the "front stage" and 
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used for t he' neophyte t S ovm nerformance in the i1' orm class~ 

1'')0:1 (du .. r::'llg practice teacbing and/or the bc,g-inning year(s) 

of "real" tcucbing)~7 RegarrtleD~ of the model(s), there 

are cGrt~in concentions about teaching that the neophyte 

carries wjth bin or her through teacher training tbat 

~emnin unchan IT 8d by the truinin~ itselfe Tbis was revealed 

in ::'!any "lays in t'J(:~ present study (f3ee Lortie 8 ·C0r 

adcH tioilal 0f getting the piece of 
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pnper (see Chapter III) is contingent upon the fact that 

student teachers believe nothing useful is to be derived 

from in-College instruction& Bu-t., tbey still have to 

have the piece of oapE'r to be 'legitte flIore concr8tely~ 

Teachers f College becomes an exercise where 'Nhat they 

already know is legitimated and sanctioned~ Another 

exam-pIe of how Teachers~ College does not change precon-

ceptions was revealed in the discussion on the physical 

appearance of the inst i tution (see Chapter III)~, As was 

evidont in the particular case given in that section of 

the chapter F not only were preconceptions likely to remain 

'Lmcnanged,. but they werf3 consciously brought to the front 

stage in the form of 7th grade studentso The remaining 

section of Chapter III dealt with the attitude of theory 

versus practic8e Inasmuch as the stUdent teachers 

admitted that priority was given to practice teaching (and 

thUG th\;l :)r::wtical t realistic aSTlect~"J ) it is clE.>ar that 

preconceptions remained unchanged~ These student teachers 

were re-witnessing (and imitating) the very same models 

tbat were originally the basis for their preconceptionsc 9 

Hughes t next Tloint is lithe extent to which he 

lives up to the role so conceived".. This has been di.s-

cunsod previously in terms of the inherent difficulties 

living up to tbe role when "both you and they kno\',' y0u f re 
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not a f real teacher' ~ If A cloak of compotenc.y is not pro

vided for by the organizational structure nor is it felt 

by the student teacher as is evident by the previous dis

cussion of survival and adequacy concerns (see Chapter IV) .. 

It is also interesting to note tbat a good many stUdent 

teachers have commented tllat teaching "i.s a lot harder 

tllan I tbougb:tlft wilen questioned about their changing 

attitudes~ As far as these student teachers are concerned t 

they are not living up to the role so conceived£ Of 

c'Ourse, what they haven't taken into consideration is that 

while serving that apnrenticeship they were viewing a 

i'ront stage performance and were not privy to the back 

stage area where some of these same concerns (e.ger adequacy 

and survival concerns, amount of work) troubled experienced 

teachers" 'rhe main point, however, is that as far as 

student teachers are conce:r:"ned, they havenft lived up to 

the role as they conceived it. The teacher training pro

cess has done very little to cbange this or subjugate pre

vious role models. 

The third point tbat Hughes makes, is that "it 

(role) is always played opposite other roleso To play one 

role is not to play anl)ther"~ This may be the case with 

the medical student, but wben one examines the student 

teacher role, it does not hold up under close scrutinYe 

One can assume that the op-posite role of student is that 

of teacher., In fact, it W2.S shown earlier that using 



Friere~s "banking model I)f educa,tionu"lO student teachers 

arrived at the nosition that one role is antithetical to 

another~ Given this premise we can now ask how is it 

student teachers learn to pla.v the role of teacher? A 

good pprt of the time it is while they are inside the 

College, in the status of student$ At the very best" the 

practice teaching situation affords the student teacher 

time to "play at" the role of teacher .. ll Playing the 
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role of student (sometimes that of a seventh grade student) 

is not to play the r'Jle of teacher.. EVen "playing at tl 

the role of teacher is not to play the role of teacher 

beCE'use f' as Loosemore and Cal"l ton point out t "a person 

tiplaying atf a role is not an incumbent of that position 

and~ therefore" while his behavior resembles that which 

is socially prescribedI' he cannot truly be said to play 

th l it 12 ,e roo e., Another reason often quoted, is that simply 

because I)f the artificiality of the practice teaching 

si.tuation:3 the neophyte cannot be said to be playing 

the role~ Unlike other occupations~ then, the role to be 

learned. (teacher) is learned in its opposite role (stud('nt)~14 

Given these three pOints, and the argLl,meniis 

presented, tbe fourth point is made with relative ease 

based on tho accumulated evid.ence~ HUp;hets concluding 

remarks revolve around the notion of a separation from 

the lay world. followed by a passing through the mirror 



(transition) and finally seeing the world in reverse 

(incorporation)~ (The resemblance to van Gennep's 

three phases is obvious.,) In the case of the student 

teacher it has been illu.strated tbat there is an incom

plete separation from studenthood (the lay world) which 

in turn f accentuates a difficult transition, as is 

evident by those concerns invoked by student status. 

Furthermore F tbe transition phase in this status passage 

is of a problematic nature such that it doesn't change 

the preconceptions that neophytes bring with them 

regarding teachinge And r also, because the transition 

phase is of such lengt b, and extends into the bS'ginning' 

teaching year(s) where traditional models exert their 

influence, there is little v if any!' change between yester

yearts teaching models~ the teaching models that they 

teach next to, and subsequentlYI' the teachers they are and 

will become~ Unlike other occupations wbere prior 

conceptions are reversed as the learning individual looks 

back on hi.s/ber formf3r self from inside,. student teacbers 

place events which nreceded their formal preparation for 

teaching within 9. (:;,mtinuous framework rather than a 

discontinuous one. A sense of seeing the world in reverse 

is not a salient characteristic of tbis occunation~ 

In a fashion, the notion of seeing the world in 

reverse is a1lied with the noti0n of discontinuity .. At 
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the very least, it would have to presuppose discontinuity 

between perspectives. That iS f a discontinuity of 

perspectives before and after tbe transition phase. 

The idea of continuity versus discontinuity is certainly 

15. t' not new; but It does set .le stage for the final section 

of this chapter .. 

Continuity Versus '£l-scon~_inuit.y. 

Some years ago, Alfred North Whitehead expounded 

on the role of ideas in promoting and preserving civili-

zation.. At tbe same time, he suoke of continuity and 

discont irmi ty.. 'Nri ting about ItForesight", he remarked on 

the acceleration of change in the world and it implications 

for culture and education: 

Our sociological theories, our political 
~hilosophy~ our practical maxims of 
business~ our political economy, and our 
doctrines of education are derived from 
an unbroken tradition I)f great thinkers 
and of practical examp1es~ ~~~tbe wbole 
of this tradition is warped by the 
vici.ous nssumntion that each generation 
will substantially live amid ihe con
ditions governing tbe lives of its 
fathers ~nd will-transmit those conditions 
to mould witb aqual force, the lives of 
its children~ We are living in the first 
period of human histo'l"'l for which this 
assumption is fnlse~16 

After giving various examnles of the consequences of this 

false assumption for various asnacts 0f culture, including 
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educational theory, Whitehead continued r:m to comment that: 

~ ~ (; our training must prepare indivi.d.uals 
to face a novel t.y of condi tions. But 
there can be no preparation for the 
unknown.. It is at this point, that we 
recur to the immediate topic J' foresight G 

We require such understanding of the 
present conditions, as may give us some 
grasp of tbe novelty which is about to 
produce a mEasurBb~e influence on the 
immediate future .. .il 

With occasional exceptions f
18 Whitehead's point concerning 

discontinuiiwand continuity seems to have been virtually 

ignored until Alvin Toffler elaborated tbe theme in 

n t Sh k 19 1.' U ure . oc~,> 

As a consequence of ignoring i'lhiteheadts point, 

we are currently experiencing a value crisis, marked by 

intensified public interest in education and the future .. 

The failure of education to prepare us to cope with 

rapid change has led us to react violently against 

creativity and rational tbought,-20 as if our difficulties 

could be solved without them~ 

For better or worse (yes, it is a marriage of sorts), 

our destiny is tied to tbe future we create by our 

present decisions., The apTJroacb of contpmnorary 1'8'1'-

olutionists, with their irrational rhetoric and out-

ragel)us behavior, can only lead to sttch chaos that humanity, 

further degraded, will demand some form 0f tyranny. Tbe 

reactionaries cannot stop the world; tbere is TIl) exit, 

no avenue of retreat.. Th0se 'Nho bold the status quo, 
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have alread:)T -produced a short-sighted world, destructive 

of its ovm Droperty~ The only alternative open to us 

is to improve our foresight in coordination with our 

values .. To do this, we must first improve the educational 

system.. We must envisage and evaluate possible futures, 

giving close attention to the relations between human 

values t hat will hel"p de-t;ermine t he kind of futUre we 

want, those nertinent facts from which the future is to 

emerge, and tbe consequences of our current decisions c 

As Whitehead noted,21 a neat doctrine of fore-

sight is probably impossibls c What is possible, is tbat 

our special efforts to rrogress be coordinated by a 

phiJ.osophj,c outlook nat once general and concrets, 

critical f. and appreciative of di.rect intuition" u22 It 

is to this end that the next section is devoted • 

. Preferable; Al?J2ect~ .. 2! __ Teacher Education 
In 1J1 h.e Future 

= ........ -

In general, wben discussing the future, there 

would appear to be three alternatives from which to begine 

rrhe layman may choose to .:h.J'!lB.Fd.n.e possible futures~ This f 

out of neces8ity~ is usually less scientific and rig-

orous in method and conclusion~ However, this does not 

always equate with inaccuratenesse23 One who chooses to 



foreca~~ (predict) ~robable futures f on the other hand, 

usually purports to be more scientific by emnloying a 

quantitative methodology~24 This also does not assure 

accurateness1' and many v'lould argue to tbe contrary., 

The third alternative, which may fit into the world view 

of both the layman and the scientist alike, is that of 
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Q}~cj ding 0l1. nreferable futures" One may choose to use 

data gathered scientifically to decide on these preferable 

futures y or one ·can ltarbitrarilylt clecide (usually by 

intuition) on preferable futures. The important point 

is that both the layman and scientist agree that the 

future is made up of many possible futures and is not 

predetermined for them~ Implicit in this notion of course, 

is that they may select one possible future from a host of 

others, thereby ~ranting thorn an active part in sbaping 

the f'uture .. 

Although it should be quite evident wbere the 

following discussion fits into the three alternatives p
25 

the attendant assumptions bebind this choice need to be 

explicated furtber~ 

It may be worthwhile to state various assumptions 

about the state of education today inasmuch as out of 

this will arise the conditiono for tomorrow's education 

(and teacher education by implication)~ The fol10wing 

assumntions preface tbe analysis in this section~ 



1.. Technological and social cl.')ange are out
racing the aducati onal system., Soc'ial 
reality is transforming itself more 
rapidly than our educational images of 
that reality.. This gap must be closed. 

2. Today·G s schools and universities are too 
past and present bound, which results in 
the above mentioned gape An image of the 
future is nowhere to be found in education 
today .. 

3c A lack of a future-consciousness in 
8ducation serves only to bamper the 
ability to live, cope~ and grow in a high 
change society" Future=consc'ious education 
is the key to adapta.bility., 

III 

Broadly stated, these assumptions lead to educational 

change at all levels~ The prevalent mode of thinking 

amongst todayts' educators seems to be tbat we ~hould continue 

teaching as we did before" The assumption r of course, is 

tbat the past repeats- itself. IncreasinglY9 this is not 

the caSB.. Our future will be, with certainty, unlike our 

past~ We must be prepared for this futUre that we ourselves 

will create. This preparation will, of necessity, lead to 

changee 

In conclusion then, tbe gUiding assumptions in 

this paper are strongly linked with a commitment to change", 

To hold tbese assumptions also entails change, not stability~ 

It must also be said tbat thir3 comllli tmant to change is a 

dangerous nropositiono More often than not, change is 

perceived as a threat rather tban a challenge~ We need 

a more reality-based perspective for dealing with the 
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unfe..miliar, rather than being enslaved by the simplistic 

equation that strange equals wrong (Jr bad, and that 

familiar equals right and good" Change seems inevitable 

nnd its denial, even within the context of societal 

neurosis, could ultimately lead to drastic and destructive 

consequences" Education, as a socializing institution, 

can be designed to provi.de ways individuals and the 

c·ommunity can create, as well as adapt to, healthy change", 

D . d . 1'l h "I A G' ec.1 l.ng ". ere .. e re .ro1.ng 

Mead stated a long time ago, tlJat: "we are on our 
26 

way, but we do not know V'lhere".. This description seems 

as applicable today as it was then. It seems impossible 

to see new forms that even today may be rising to replace 

the aIde Those of us who are caught in the transformations 

of our society -- rooted in a world tbat no longer works~ 

unable to foresee the world that future generations will 

be asked to embrace or oppose -- have few choices.. We can 

give way~ allowing ourselves to be swept up by the currents 

of our times, little heeding where these currents are 

taking us~ At times r -nerhaps, that is the most that can 
27 be done" Or we cpn discover how to intentionally change 

ourselves and our society witbout destroying those things 



that- are valuable~ 

That is the nroblem of society, is it 
not? How can you present order end 
structure in society and yet bring 
about toe chanQ'8s that need to take 
place~e~To bring about change is 
seemingly to destroy the given order, 
and yet society does and must change. 
That is the problem t to incorporate 
t~e me~h?ds.of cha!1g;e into the order 
o~ socle~y ltself.2 
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This is the challenge presented to us for education 

in the future f be it teacher education, or education in 

general'~ As long as society doespas it must r change, we 

should recognize our capacity to create tbose changes, and 

hence r our future., VIe must begin to decide on preferable 

fatures .. 

How will tbe enterprise of preparing teachers look 

in the futUre? The following ideas suggest cb.anges in 

teacher roles and responsibilities in the years to come. 

rrirnary roles described for educational personnel for the 

future i~nd~caGt..§:.29tbe kinds of preparati.on programs needed., 

'rhe best programs for professir)nal preparation should 

gener~tte personno.L who are competent in the following roles .. 

continuously shifting vRlues and aSTlirations, educational 

personnel will be requ.ired to regularly examine their own 

views~ This, in turn, will make the nrofessional 

educator more effective in helping himself and others make 

sense out of tho elusive cbanging world. 
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Resource }'i'inders.. Effective educ8,tional personnel 

will know the various data bases to user the best ret~ieval 

strategies t and the efficient \'\I2.,YS to hel-p learners get tbe 

relevant information resources~ A corresponding competenc·y 

is that of helping each learner to relate comnuter

retrieved ideas and information to personal-civic values 

and. objectives, to synthesize and interpret facts and ideas 

and tben to move toward competent apDlication~ 

Learninf'.: Diagnosticians., Educational personnel 

will of necessitYt be highly skilled in the use of various 

tools for individual diagnl)siq and in gUiding le8.rning~ 

The varied academic fields are representative of the realms 

of specialized learning with contributions to make to the 

personal and professional develo-pment of teachers~ 

Sophistication with regard to psychological, physical, and 

diverse learning disorder~ will become the rule. Included 

in these diagnostic skills will be an enhanced abilit,y to 

make improved use of referral procedures wben justified by 

learners t needs tha"t are beyond the scope of the resources 

of the scbools~. This opening up of tbe school community 

will of necessity, involve a series of other com"petencies~ 

90mmunity Learnin~ Facilitators~ Educational 

personnel wi.ll advocate and facilitate lerlrning beyond 

schooling.. Irhey will kno\", that learning emmot be 'Place 



bound t that it knows no googranhica1 b0undaries, inasmuch 

as the w0rld is i nstaneously at ha.nd via communication 
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End tranGP0rtation~ There will be a c0mputerized community 

resource file which can be searched relative to the 

learner's growth profile~ Educational personnel will 

arrange learning exneriences f0r individuals and groups 

thr0ugbout the community, and for community people to come 

into scbooling sites located throu,g-hout the c0mmunity. The 

joint decisions of professional and learner will determine 

the most effective utilization of on-scbool-sites and 

in-the-C0mmunity learning. 

The f0ur roles (and attendant competencies) as 

described above, give evidence to the fact that educational 

personnel in the future will be affi0ng tbe best educated 

professionals in tht'"! nation~ By this timef tbey will have 

rejected the "what will be will be" syndrome as abdication 

of duty. The recent desirable change in tbe new discipline 

of future study (policies research)r of departing from its 

preoccunation witb linear projections 0f trends, future 

research has begun to recogni~e that the future is, in 

effectp cre8ted by buman jUdgmentfand b,Y the way in which 

timo, energy, and money are utilized~ It seems reasonable 

that we ~ill find much greater emphasis nlaced on tbe role 

of alternatives, choicf'~~~ and consequences with respect to 
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tomorrowts world. Educational personnel will have to 

believe in rational planning for some of the probabilities 

of the future$ Educational personnel will be utilizers of 

futuristic processes and substance. 

Educational nersonnel will bave evolved into 

professionals, in tbat tbey can put togetber all that is 

implied in the previous competencies. They will be teaching 

and learning s1)ecialists~ They will know about present 

and future", They \vill know how to utilize, effectively, 

people, ti.me t sDacB r equipmsl1t r and materials for instrnc-

tional purposes~ They will know how to assess teaching and 

learning~ They will lead and they will follow. They will 

function in places called schools, but they will function 

equally well as educators in otber settings. 

This will be t0morrow 9 s teacher (education personnel) .. 

This also is the challenge for toda,V's teacher education" 

The ideas v0iced above can be said to be a body of 

reasoned speculations. 30 To the extent that tbese ideas 

pr0ve to be valid, teacher educati0n should become more 

8xciting r meaningful anJ geared ta the improvement of the 

learner's world of tomorraw~ 

Assuming tbat the role af "quasi·-prophpt" has been 

fulfilled, it is now time to turn to a more nessimistic 

(i.e., realistic?) account of the factors that may impinge 

un0n the creatioll of the above future. 
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In all probability, the safest prediction one can 

make about the future of teacber education, as well as all 

education, is that it will be very much as it is today~ 

This will be so for various rea30ns~ First of alit in 

general terms r the teaching profession itself is 

charact~~rized by a commitment to stability rather than 

change (see IJortie, 1975)¢ More spec:ificallYt teacher 

education will be pressured by the organized teaching ~ro-

fession along many avenues, but with the same end result -

no cbange. These changes wi.ll be of ·an organizationa13l , 

administrative, political, and financial nature32 , due to 

professional unions. Teacher groups are turned inward r and 

like other unions, will c.ontinue to de-vIlte their efforts to 

-orote-ettoni st eoncerns" VIe live in an era when power, 

rather than ideas are tbe major issues~ The actual content 

()f teacher education will continue to be relatively 

neglected in the struggle. Teacher educ.ation and its change 

will always be a secondary concern for organized teachers .. 

In fact, a good case may be made for arguing that teacber 

fIroups have vested interest in nreventing serious modi-

fication of touc.her education. 

Teacher erlucation in tbe future will be the same 

as it is today if it continues to be dominated by traditional 

forC!es~ Education t B.nd by im1)lication, teacher education" 

in the past has been bound un in past and present~ Tbe 

future can be different, however s if tbere is powerful 
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enough intervention by teacber educators tbemselves and 

by others wbo realize the potential. What i9 needed now 

i.s not T!lOre forecasting, but broad-based, widely partic

ipatory !")lanning to he1n create a wide range of a1 ter

native futures for teacher education~ Visions of what 

can be are equally important ingredients in the educational 

lJrograme To some extent" positive and realistic images of 

the future are self-fulfilling pro~hecies.. })rophets have 

long knovm that a people without vision peri8h~ 
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FOOTNOTES 

l~ There are two points to be made here.. As acknowledged 
in tbe Prefac8 r this thesis is nrimarily concerned vvith 
the activities of student teachers while inside the 
College~ Altbough activities outside the College (i~e~J 
pract;1..ce teaching) 'Nere not totally neglected they hav"B 
been relegated to a s8condary imnortance for various 
reasons.. Whf-le this is an admitted w€'akness of the 
tb.esis, it is not its downfall. This gap is admirabl.v 
filled by the works of Lortie, Sch001teacher: A Sooio
}-O[!i9"Sll Stud;t (Chicago: Univ.er'S:i. ty of Chicago Press j' 
1975) and IJoosemore and C8.rl ton, "The Student Teacher: 
A Dramaturgical Approach to Role ... Learning"r in Carlton, 
Colley and MacKinnon, (eds .. ), Education Cbange and 
~O?i~t~·. oJ Can~t:li.~n Bduc-ation (Toronto: Gage Educational 
PUollsllng f 1977)~ 

2e This does not represent an exhaustive list r but see ' 
the following: James B~ Conant, The E~ucation of 
American Teachers (New York: McGraw Hill Book CO~f 1963); 
James n .... l{oerner 9 The PIliseducation of At'l'::rican Teachers 
(Boston: Houghton MifflinCo" f 1"96-3); C"b.arles·-F ~ 
Silberman" Or1sis in the Classroom: The Remal<:ing of 
American Educe-tion (New York; Random Houser 1970J~ PPe 
439-::2j·5l;- The "Carnegie Cornmissio?l on Higher Education,. 
Continuit and Discontinui.t·: Hicrh Educ8.ti !-1 t 
?5choQl..£l., New Yor}c McGraw Hill Book Co., 1973) F ppe 90-96; 
T',Iartin Haberman, itTwenty-rrhree Ref:u'lons Universities Cant-t 
Educate rreachers" f Journal of Teacher Education, 22 
(Summer J 1971), PP e 133-140; --.rO'hn" Williarri Sperry "who 
Teaches the rreachers?",. Life 29 (October 16r- 1950)" 
PPe 146-154; Arthur Beslor'," ~he Hestor8tion of Learni1]~ 
(New York: Alfred At Knopf, Random House~ 1955)., 

3 .. Everett C .. Hugbes, "Tbe ~:1akinp: of a 1J hysician", in his 
The )?ociolog,ic~'y'p: Selpq!(ld .. ..'!:apers, vol" II" 
TChic2.g0: Aldine - Atberton r 1971J 1 p .. 399 .. 

4.. IncreasinglYt this is becoming not the caso. The cost 
of tbree years of university is"becoming prohibitive 
for tbe potential teacber. And unlike years ago, when 
one could enter Teacbers t College in Ontario from grade 
13, access today in blocked unless tbe Bachelor's depree 
is attained. Because of the relative inaccessibiliti 
of these institutions, an advantage will be gained by 
the ;3tudent who is financially solvent, thus cutting 
dQvm the amount of upward mobilit:l .. 



5.. Dan C .. Lortie f Schoolteacber: A Sociological Study 
National Education Association kesearch Division p 
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Status of tbe American Public-School T!L~cb:£.rf 1910-1971t 
Research-Report 19T2·-R3 {WashIngton, Do.G ... : l\iat~onal 
Education Association, 1972)~ 

6. manYf including Sbirley Angrist and Elizabeth Almquist, 
2..£l:eex:.s and C2ntingenci~s: How Coll-fge. Women Ju~gle 
with Gender lNew York: Dunellent i~75 J suggest that 
women choose an occupation on the basis of life style 
expectations. Also t one can assume that the career 
patterns of men and women will soon become merely iden
ti.cal due to economic considerations¢ Given the over- . 
supply of teachers" women will no longer be able to 
quit for five years or so to raise a family and then 
re-enter teaching.. One would also expect that the 
loosening of cultural bends will make it easier for 
women to remain in the work force continuously .. 

70 See Lortie f Schoolteacher~ 

9~ A very telling commentary on the state of these pre
conceptions was revealed when stUdents talked of 
discipline and other in-service teacbers they had met 
during practice teaching~. In both instances it was 
hard for me to (liscern tbe criteri.a they were using in 
their judgments of good and bad~ Finally, after some 
time, and many interviews r it occurred ~o me tbat they 
knew wbat was right (good) and wrong (bad) on the basis 
of knowing what tbey didn 6 t like~ That i~, on the 
basis that "it" didn't "f"it preconceptions.. They didnWt 
always know wbat they liked but tbey always knew what 
the,V disliked" 

100 Paulo Freire, E.E?claf,op;y t)f the 0121?res.sed (New York: 
Seabury Pross, 1970)e See also Chapter IV. 

lIe See Chapter III, footnote 16. 

12.. J ~ Jjoosemore and R. i\ e Carl ton t liT be Student-rl'eac her" f 
p .. 409 .. 

13. Elizabeth Eddy, Becornin~ R Teacher: The Passag~ t2 
Profe8sional status (new York: Teachers' Colle!;e Press, 
1969). Loosemore and Carlton, .ibid..!.,! Lawrence Iannace-one, 
"Student Teachil1~: A rpransi tional stage in the Making 
of a Teacber", rjihet)ry into Practice, 2 (Anril 1963), 
pp~ 73-81~ -
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It should be remembered that this is according to 
student teachers. For them, these are opposite roles~ 
It is" of courser- open to argument, -wbetber or not 
these roles are antithetical to one another. 

Lortie -Schoolteacher has identified three themes in 
tbe etb.osori'e8,cE€'rs~ These three themes include 
conservatism r a balancing of the scale that tips tov'lard 
continuity ratber than cl::tange~ In fact, his tbesis is 
that the ethos of the occupation favors continuity 
rather tban change~ Needless to say, Lortiets thesis 
is entirely congruent with my conclusions~ 

Alfred North Whitehead 1 Adventures of Ideas (Hammondsworth, 
Nic1dlex f GGBc: Penguin Books).-- "P~ 114., It should be 
noted that Alvin Toffler begins bis article IIpsychology 
of the Future"!, in Ac Toffler" (ee1.,) f Learning For 
Tomorrow: The Role of the FutUre in Education (New 
York: Vintage Books, 197 /4)$ "P~4f in the same vein .. 

Ibid~.f pc 114" 

In addition to those works mentioned in the Introduction 
(see Chapter I) it is possible to nut the name of George 
Herbert Mead~ This is tentative speculation inasmuch 
as it hasn~t been fully worked out, but,there can be 
seen certain parallels between Tofflerts conception of 
time and Il,laadis conceptions .. To begin withf both Mead 
and Toffler haye tried to show how "past" f "present", 
and "future" can be significantly conceivl'!d as being 
interrelated. Both theorists put an emphasis on the 
presen~ for in Mead~ s wf)rds? urf'ality exists in a present tl or 

(rl'he1Z.h.iJ~<?sophy of the Prese~' (Chicago: Open Court Cqer 
19.3"2"lr p .. 1)., Neither the ~mst nor the future exist 
and both, insofar as they are real, emanate from a 
nresent.. This statement in its ~.otalityf is certainly 
true for Mead t but at least for Toffler, it would seem 
that the past does in fact exist. This P0int is Quite 
possibly ~he differentiating factor f0r ine two tfieorists .. 
Both would agree that it is-futile to argue tbat the 
future is logically implied by tbe present~ But I~ead 
would extend this exercise in futility to include the 
past. FoY' Mead, the past is .§; part of the nresent in 
the same vein tbat the futUro is a part of the present. 
It would seem that 'roffler 'vvould a,..rrree with onl.v tbe 
latt(~r. Unlike T')ffler, Mead posits a "-problematic 
past .. ~3ee Dani el Leaky, ilJ)ast f Present, and Future" f 
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The Review I)f rile..1§.nhysic8~ 6 (March 1953)f pp" 369-380; 
David l\1iller J "G.B" J;iead 9 S Conception of f Present i ," 
Th!~n~! of Scien~, 10 (January 1943)t pp~ 40-46; 
Harold N~ Lee, pp. 52-75~ Meadfs theory of time is in
deed t very complex and this small footnote cannot 
possibly do it justice~ 

190 £,uture ShoC'js (New York: Random. House, 1970)" See also: 
Alvin 1' offler, The Futurists (New York: Random House, 
1972) and LearnJLng For TomO;Rrow" 

20" To wit, the return to the basics controversy" 

23" One needs only to look at the writings of H~G. Wells 
(who predicted the invention I)f the airplane, the develop
ment of the tanke,the explosion of the first atomic 
bomb, tbe use of poison gas, and the discovery of the 
laser) and varil)uB other science fiction writers to 
roalize that the la~nen~s visions can also be accurata 
In fact, one may go on to argue that poets and novelists 
have a better record as seers tban the scholars~ 

24.. r,1y personal preference is against quanitative methodologYt 
particularly a methodology that emphasizes inferential 
statist ics which in turn assumes causali t;y" These 
criticisms are not particularly new and/or innovative 
as is evidenced by a wide ranging body I)f literature 
subsumed under various headings. The symbolie interactionist 
theoretical perspective suggests manYr if not all, of 
these criticisms~ 

25~ It should be kept in mind that any discussion of fl future 
wnuld inevitablY include aspects of all three alter-natives 
although only one was focused on~ 

26.. George Herbert r::Ier-d r "Scientific method and the moral 
Sciences" f International Journal of Ethics, 33 (1923), 
p~ 247" . 

27. The existential writings of Camus would seem tl) suggest 
as much. Camus' vision was an heroic refusal to either 
surrender, f)r to deny the tragic futilit,Y of life" \'Ie 
are all stran~ers in a strAnge land; life is meaningless 
an absurd; we can only strive, with full knowledge tbat 



the effort is doomed~ Camus found a way to quiet 
rising des-pair in a world that had lost its bearings. 
But he could find no new direction to go, no new 
pointB to hel-p him di scover where he iVas~ 'rhis was 
Camus~ existential vision~ A viston that could only 
help him endure as old wo~lds crumbled~ See Albert 
Camus t !j1e Myth of Sis;l,phu8 (New York: Random House, 
1952) and The Stran~erJ translated by Stuart Gilbert 
(New York: -Vintage Books J 1954)., 
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28. Ge'')rge Herbert r.1ead f W:ovement of Thought in the Nine
teenth Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
I93b),- pp. 36l-362~ -

2ge The word l1indicate" has been carefull,y chosen for the 
following reason" riIanYr. teacbers in particular t who 
will read this will denounce this thesis for lack of 
practical suggestions. and the like. This has been 
the age old problem confronting researchers and 
practicing teachers£ My position with regard to this, 
is SU1TL.l1ed up by Rouss!:.~aut s words in the prefs.ce of 
,E,mil.€!. 

People are always telling me to make 
PRACTICAL suggestions~ You might as 
well tell me to suggest what people 
are doing alreadYr-6r at least to 
suggest improvements which may be 
incornorated with the wrong met bods 
at present in use~ -
(Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, trans
lated by Barbara Foxley T':E'O'i1don: Dent, 
Everyman f s Library, 1974) s. p ~ 2" )" 

300 On tbe other hand, sarno teacher education could 
justifiably claim t~at these ideAS, or at least some 
of them, are alre8~y in practice. There would seem 
to be some evidenca of thi~particularly in the area 
of "value clarification". 

31. For example, the appearance of renewal centers for 
in-Dervice teachers would be a significant organizational 
change~ It is likely, however, that such renewal 
centers will change the content of teacher education 
inasmuch as the teacher groups tbat gain control are 
products of the S8.me system themselves~ 



32e Increased control over student teaching by teacber 
unions f for example~ will produce certain cue.nges 
of an administrative, political, and financial 
nature~ These changes will revolve around how many 
stUdent teachers, who will supervise, and at what 
stipend? 
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